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The purpose of the proposed study is to gain insight into certain general 

biological phenomena rather than to try to understand the functioning of special

ized biological structures {such as, for instance, of the nerve fiber, of the 

muscle fiber, or of the specialized sense organs). I am particularly interested 

in those general biological phenomena where it may now be possible to gain 

insight on a molecular basis into quantitative relationships which can be checked ' ... \( 

against data obtained from available observations or experiments as yet to be 

made. The proposed work would take as its starting point preliminary theore

tical studies which I carried out in the past three years. 

At the University of Chicago, I am holding a Research Professorship. I 

have neither any teaching duties nor any fixed obligations to be in Chicago at 

certain fixed periods of time. This freedom has enabled me in the past three 

years to spend considerable time at various laboratories away from Chicago. 

It is my understanding that, under the grant here requested, I would have full 

freedom to move about wherever my research interests may take me. It is 

anticipated that I may spend nine months cf the year away from my horne, at 

various laboratories where work may be pursued in fields in which I am 

interested. 

~he problem of aging has interested me for a few years, but not until 

August of b.st year was I able to find. a workable approach to this problem. At 

that time, I was able to formulate a theory which leads to quantitative predic

tions that are capable of being tested by experiments. (Proc. Natl. Academy 

of Sci., 45: 30-45, 1959). Attached is a copy of a one-page article by John 

Lear, which appeared in England, in The New Scientist, and which, even 

though it is not entirely correct, gives an intelligible summary of the paper. 

Below I list a number of other problems with which I dealt during the 

past three years in lectures or in extended conversations with interested 

colleagues at institutions other than The University of Chicago. Under the grant 

requested, I would endeavor to pursue these problems further. 

(1) 

(Z) 

(3) 

la) The molecular basis of induced enzyme formation in micro

organisms. 

1 b) The molecular basis of antibody formation in marrunals. 

The gene-protein problem. 

The question whether in general the competent form of the gene has an 

inherent stability which has not hitherto been taken into consideration 

in discussing the role of mutations in evolution. 
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I shall now proceed to indicate which of the above-listed problems I have 

given sufficient attention to be able to appraise the likelihood that they may 
yield significant renults in the foreseeable f:1tu.re . With respect to each of 
these problems, I sha.ll try to ind!.cate: wh~never possil:::le, ._,,;hc:.t p3.rticular 

approach I would propose to adopt. 

AD (1) 

In the past three years I have given some thought to the molecular basis 

of the formation of inducible enzymes in micro-organisms, and I have ended 

up by postulating a "model" which appears to be capable of resolving the 
paradoxes and which appears to be consistent with the experimental facts 
known so far. I assume that an enzyme molecule is formed on a specific 

enzyme forming site and remains at first attached to that site by a chemical 

bond. No further enzyme molecules can be produced at that site until this 
chemical bond is broken. This bon:l may be ultimately broken by a universal 

enzyme present in the cell. 

The rate of production of a particule enzyme would be determined by the 

extent to which the attached enzyme molecule itself sets up a steric hindrance 

for the universal enzyme. Also, small molecules present in the cell may 

act as specific repressors for a particular enzyme because they combine re

versibly with the attached enzyme molecule, and as long as they are so com

bined, they set up a steric ,hindrance for the universal enzyme. 

In certain bacteria there are a great number of enzymes which catalyze 

biochemical steps along what we may call "stray" biochemical pathways. 

A number of normal metabolites are degraded along such pathways. A great 

majority of these enzymes appear to be inducible by the substrate of the 

enzyme. I assume that the rate of production of these inducible enzymes is 

normally repressed by small molecules which are capable specifically to 
combine with the enzyme and which, by specifically combining with the 

attached enzyme molecule, prevent the enzyme from leaving the specific 

enzyme forming site. · The sdbstrate of such an inducible enzyme may be 

assumed to be a chemical analogue of the repressor of the enzyme. 

Accordingly, I assume that the substrate induces the enzymes in two ways: 

It induces the enzyme by competing with the repressor for the attached enzyme 

molecule and it induces the enzyme by competing with the precursors of the 

repressor for enzymes which lie on the biochemical pathway leading to the 

formation of the repressor. Under such conditions the substrate must of 

necessity enhance the formation of the enzyme provided that the cell itself 

does not abundantly convert the substrate into the repressor. 

I am inclined to believe that the tools now at hand may permit us to 

determine to what extent the above described model of induced enzyme forma

tion may be correct or to what extent it would have to be modified in order to 

become acceptable. 
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Further, I am inclined to believe that the mechanism of antibody forma
tion in mammals could probably be elucidated fairly rapidly also if concrete 
models were formulated that were capable of being experimentally tested, 
particularly if one were to study the antibodies formed to artificial haptens 
rather than to the natural haptens of foreign proteins. 

There are a number of models for antibody formation that one might be 
tempted to propose but most of these can be eliminated on the basis of the facts 
so far established. The number of the remaining possible models is not very 
large. If they are described sufficiently concretely then they could be scru
tinized effectively in short order. 

I shall illustrate what I have in mind by singling out one particular model. 
I have selected it as the first model to be scrutinized because it does not 
postulate any mechanisms involved in antibody formation which would go sub
stantially beyond the mechanisms which may be presumed to be involved in 
the formation of inducible enzymes in micro-organisms. 

Obviously we cannot at this time exclude the possibility that there may be 
involved in antibody formation mechanisms which go beyond those involved 
in the forn1ation of inducible enzymes, nor even can we be certain at this 
time that there is more than a superficial resemblance between antibody for
mation in mammals and induced enz'Yme formation in micro-organisms. 

I am inclined, however, tentatively to postulate as a basic tenet that 
antibody formation in mammals and inducible enzyme formation in micro
organisms have one important feature in common, which is as follows: 
Just as a repressor melecule can specifically combine with an enzyme mole
cule which is still attached to its specific enzyme forming site, so an antigen 
molecule can, in certain circumstances, specifically combine with an antibody 
molecule which is still attached to the specific antibody forming site. This 
basic tenet does by no means define a concrete model and it is possible to 
base two models, very different in nature, on the same tenet. 

Which of these two models shall be given preference? The answer to this 
question depends upon whether we shall be forced to say that the so-called 
secondary, or anemnestic, response to the injection of an antigen requires 
us to assume that the specific antibody forming site is modified by the antigen. 
Because I am reluctant to assume that this is the case until I may be forced 
to do so, I shall discuss here of the two alternative models the one which 
gets by without such an assumption. 

In discussing this "simple" model I shall limit myself to the formation of 
antibodies in the response to the injection of a soluble antigen into the rabbit. 
Further, I shall limit myself to an antigen which consists of a foreign protein 
(which is antigenic in the rabbit) to which there is coupled an artificial hapten 
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in rather low abundance. We shall have to distinguish here between antibody 
formed to the artificial hapten and antibody formed to the natural haptens of 
the foreign protein. By "antibody" we shall always mean combining antibody 
which need not be capable of precipitating the antigen. 

In the following I shall list as an "intelligent guess" phenomena which 
we may expect to characterize the formation of such an antibody to the arti
ficial hapten in the rabbit. It should be comparatively simple experimentally 
to verify whether or not these phenomena in fact exist. Assuming here that 
they do, we must then demand that our model for antibody formation account 
for all of them. The phenomena postulated are as follows: 

1. To the first injection of the antigen the rabbit responds with a 
production of a certain amount of antibody to the artificial hapten. 

2. If one permits a period of, say four weeks, to elapse, and if then 
the antigen is injected for a second time there is a greatly enhanced forma
tion of antibody (secondary or anemnestic response) to the artificial hapten. 

3. Following the second, third or fourth injection of the antigen there 
will be a production of antibody to the artificial hapten sustained long after 
the antigen has been presumably eliminated from the system. 

4. If the antigen is injected into a new-born rabbit which cannot form 
antibodies, there will result an immune paralysis and for a period of time 
the rabbit will not form antibody to the <~:rtificial hapten in response to the 
injection of the antigen. 

The "simple" model I propose is the following: There are in the cells 
of the lymphatic system present a very large number of genes responsible 
for the formation of enzyn~es that catalyze chemical reactions along stray 
biochemical patJ;lways. Normally the rate of production of all these enzymes 
is repressed by small molecules present in the cell which specifically com
bine with the attached enzyme molecule and prevent its leaving the specific 
enzyme forming site. In the cells of the lymphatic system there are also 
present - according to the views here adopted - various mutant forms of the 
above mentioned genes and these mutant genes produce protein molecules -
(which are related to the corresponding enzymes) - the antibodies. An 
antibody molecule resembles the related enzyme molecule sufficiently to be 
able to combine with the substrate of the enzyme but the antibody enzyme lacks 
the catalytic activity of the enzyme. We may assume that the repressor which 
hinders the formation of an enzyme hinders the formation of the related anti
body also. 

Let us now consider an antigen composed of a "foreign protein" to which 
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is coupled an artificial hapten which happens to be a chemical analogue of 

one of the numerous repressor molecules present in the cells of the lym
phatic system. 'When such an antigen penetrates across the membrane of 
the lymphatic cell the artificial hapten will compete with the precursors of 

the repressor for those enzymes contained in the cytoplasm which lie on 

the biochemical pathway leading to the formation of the repressor. Ac

cordingly the antigen will enhance the formation of antibodies which are 
capable of specifically combining with the artificial hapten. 

Up to this point there is a close parallel maintained to the induction of 
an enzyme in bacteria by the substrate of the enzyme, but at this point the 
analogy ends. In bacteria the substrate which combines with an enzyme 

molecule from the repressor and thereby enhances the formation of the 

enzyme, whereas we assume that if the artificial hapten of the antigen com

bines with an antibody molecule attached to the antibody forming site it 
does not act as an inducer but rather as a repressor. The antigen molecule 

may set up a steric hindrance just as would the repressor molecule itself. 

We shall assume here, for the sake of argument, that the antibody 
forming sites are contained within the nucleins of the lymphatic cell and 
are thus to some extent protected by the nuclear membrane from being too 

easily reached by the antigen. To t.he extent as such protection is in
complete and antigen molecules combine specificc.lly with antibody mole
cules attached to their specific antibody forming sites, the antigen causes 

immune paralysis. Such immune paralysis may last for a few weeks after 

the free antigen has disappeared from the cell. 

The simple model here presented explains the immunological pheno

mena, spelled out above, as follows: 

I. When our antigen is first injected into a rabbit there are two things 

going on simultaneously. The artificial hapten of the antigen combines 

specifically with certain enzyme molecules contained in the cytoplasm of 

the cell and thereby enhances the formation of antibody which is capable of 

specifically combining with the artificial hapten. While this is going on a 

certain amount of antigen may penetrate across the nuclear membrane and 

a certain fraction of the antibody molecules which are attached to the 

specific antibody forming sites will specifically combine with the artificial 

hapten of the antigen and the antibody forming sites involved will then be 

prevented from producing antibody. Thus we have at the same time an 

enhancement of antibody formation accompanied by partial immune paralysis 

and therefore we obtain a subdued antibody response. 

2. If we wait for a few weeks after the first injection, and inject the 

same antigen for the second time into the rabbit, the antibodies contained 
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within the nuclear membrane will protect the antibody forming site from 
being reached by the antigen. Accordingly on this occasion there will be 
no or little immune paralysis and we will obtain an almost unrestrained 
antibody response. 

3. After repeated injections of the antigen there might be strong anti
body production sustained long after the antigen disappears because the 
antibody may be expected specifically to combine with the corresponding 
repressor and thereby to reduce the concentration of the free repressor 
within the antibody forming cell. 

4. When an antigen is injected into a new-born rabbit which is not yet 
capable of forming antibodies, the antigen may reach a high concentration 
within the nuclear membrane and according to the views here presented, 
immune paralysis will result. Such immune paralysis may be expected to 
disappear, several weeks after all free antigen has been eliminated from 
the antibody forming cell, because the antigen 1nolecules combined with 
attached antibody molecules may dissociate off. 

A concrete model of the kind given above leads to experiments which 
might in short order either lend strong support to the model or indicate that 
the model is wrong. In the case of the "simple" model outlined above strong 
support for the model might come from the following type of experiment. 
A rabbit may be repeatedly injected with natural foreign protein (to which 
there has not yet been coupled the artificial hapten.) Subsequently an 
antigen consisting of the foreign protein to which is coupled the artificial 
hapten, is injected in such a "pre-immunized" rabbit and the production 
of antibody which is capable of specifically combining with the artificial 
hapten is determined. If it is then found that much more such antibody to 
the artificial hapten is produced in the pre -immunized rabbit than in the non
pre-immunized control rabbit, this would lend strong support to the simple 
model given above. At least the experiment would then indicate that the 
secondary response is not based on a modification by the antigen of the 
specific antibody forming site. 

Should experiments force us to say that in order to explain the secondary 
response we must assume that the antigen does modify the specific anti-
body forming site, then we may contemplate two alternatives: 

(a) The antigen molecule which is combined with the antibody molecule 
that is attached to the antibody forming site may break the antibody forming 
site, and the antibody forming site might restitute with a smaller or 
greater deletion. The antibody forming site thus modified would in a number 
of cases give rise to more copious production of antibody and this would 
have to account for the secondary response. If, however, the antibody site 
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is broken too frequently, then it may be finally destroyed and this will have 
to account for immune tolerance. 

(b) Alternatively we may assume that when the antigen combines with 
an antibody molecule attached to the antibody forn~ing site, it may induce 
the antibody forming site in the same sense as certain physical agents 
may induce a lysogenic phage in bacteria. The antigen would thus cause 
a reproduction of the specific antibody forming site in the cytoplasm. 
Immune tolerance would be due to the combination of the antigen molecules 
with antibody molecules attached to the antibody forming sites contained in 
the cytoplasm. 

The simple theory which I have described above is difficult to reconcile 
with a recent experiment of Jean Marie Dubert (CR Vol. 243-2, page 1939, 
1956). Even though this experiment was performed on only four rabbits and 
perhaps not in a way that is most adequate for our purposes, it still serves 
as a warning to caution. I might be wrong in believing that the time has 
arrived for singling out concrete models and to scrutinize them one by one. 
Perhaps we ought to wait with such an approach until we are in a position to 
say for certain whether or not the antigen molecule lends any assistance to 
the antibody in the folding process and plays a part in determining its 
tertiary structure. I am rather convinced, however, that with a little more 
cooperation between different laboratories interested in this general problem 
and by putting a much greater stress on experiments which utilize artificial 
haptens it should be possible to elucidate the n1echanism of antibody forma
tion in the foreseeable future. 

AD (2) 

In the past few years I have taken some interest in the gene-protein 
problem and I was particularly interested in estimating the rate at which one 
enzyme forming site may be capable of producing the corresponding enzyme 
molecule. I circulated a memorandum on this subject to a small group of 
interested colleagues (including Alexander Rich and Sidney Brenner) for the 
purpose of obtaining their criticisms of the considerations presented. Because 
of the unresolved difficulty that has arisen in connection with the observed 
great differences in guaninadenine ratios in the DNA of the different families 
of micro-organisms, I have for the present reached a deadlock in this work 
and I am not able to appraise the chances of its making substantial progress 
in the foreseeable future. 

Rather than to engage in speculation, it appears at this point more 
advisable to make use of the recent discovery that bacillus subtilis is capable 
of undergoing transformation. This opens up the possibility to study under 
very favorable conditions transformation where bacillus subtilis is the recipient 
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and unrelated families of bacteria, which have a different guanin-adenine ratio 
are the donors. Both transformation and abortive transformation may be 
studied under such circumstances. I assume that work along these lines will 
be pursued at a number of places, and I propose to follow such work closely 
and bide my time. 

AD (3) 

In discussing the phenomenon of mutation, one generally assumes that 
this phenomenon and its significance for evolution may be appraised on the 
basis of the following tenets: 

"Each gene produces a specific protein, in many cases a protein which 
has specific enzymatic activity. Each gene can mutate to noncompetence, 
which means that its product, if any, is devoid of its specific enzymatic 
activity. Each gene can mutate to incompetence independently of any other 
gene. A gene which has mutated to incompetence can undergo a back muta
tion to competence. In a micro-organisn-1, there will be in general no selec
tion pressure operating against the mutant, incompetent, form of a gene if 
that gene produces an enzyme that is not necessary for maximal growth rate 
under the particular conditions of culture. In general, the mutations of a 
gene to incompetence are more frequent than the back mutations of the in
competent form of the gene to competence. " 

Because of the importance of these tenets for the theory of evolution, it 
would be of some value to test their validity. With the means which are now 
at hand, such a test should at present be possible. 

Let us consider, for example, the enzyme system involved in a syn
thesis of the amino acid tryptophan. If the bacterium is grown in a chemostat 
in the presence of tryptophan, mutants which have lost their ability to syn
thesize tryptophan will not be at a selective disadvantage. In the presence of 
mutagens which increase the mutation rate by some large factor without too 
much killing, it should be possible to establish a mutational equilibrium in 
the chemostat. (We disregard here for the sake of argument the possibility 
that population cha:ngeovers may hinder the establishment of the mutational 
equilibrium.) 

In the mutational equilibrium one may then determine what fraction of 
the bacterial population has retained the capability of growing in the absence 
of tryptophan. Since a large number of enzymes are involved in the synthesis 
of tryptophan, on the basis of the above quoted tenets one would expect the 
fraction of the population capable of growing in the absence of tryptophan to 
be very small. 
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There exists, however, a remote possibility that the competent form of 
gene might possess an inherent stability, so that in a mutational equilibrium 
in the absence of selection the fraction of the population containing the gene 
in its competent form is substantially larger than one would!:. priori assume. 

In the past few years I have discussed this possibility with George 
Streisinger, Sidney Brenner, and Mat Meselson. It would be my intention to 
arrange for experiments to be performed along these lines at some suitable 
laboratory. 

In order to indicate what kind of persons I would expect to take an inter
est in some of the problems which I would wish to pursue, I am presenting 
below a list of names. To the names of those with whom I had some com
munication ~n the subject named I have affixed a star. 

Re: Induced enzyme formation in micro-organisms. 

AARON NOVICK* - Institute of Molecular Biology, The University 
of Oregon 

BORIS MAGASANIK>:C - Cambridge, Mass. 

WERNER MAAS>:C - Department of Microbiology, New York University 
Medical School 

MELVIN COHN* - Stanford University 

SIDNEY BRENNER - MRC Unit for Molecular Biology, Cavendish 
Laboratory, Cambridge, England 

BRUCE AMES* - NIH, Bethesda, Maryland 

JACQUES MONOD>l< - Pasteur Institute, Paris ~ 
\ 

ARTHUR PARDEE* - The Virus Institute, University of California, 
Berkeley 

FRANCOIS JACOB* - Pasteur Institute, Paris 
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Re: Antibody formation. 

ED LENNOX* - Department of Microbiology. New York University 

Medical School 

MELVIN COHN - Stanford University 

HOWARD GREEN~:< - Department of Pathology, New York University 

Medical School 

COLIN M. MAC LEOD - University of Philadelphia, Philadelphia 

Re: Inherent stability of competent genes. 

MAT MESELSON* - California Institute of Technology 

Re: The gene-protein problem. 

1v1AUREY FOX)'.c - The Rockefeller Institute, New York 

F. H. C. CRICK* - MRC Unit for Molecular Biology, Cavendish 

Laboratory, Cambridge, England. 

ALEXANDER RICH* - MIT, Camb1·idge, Mass. 

In the following I list a number of institutions where conditions might be 

favorable for the experimental pursuit of some of the problems in which I 

am interested: 

The Department of Microbiology. New York University Medical School, 

New York City (Head of Department - Bernard Horecker) 

The California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif. (Heads of 

Divisions - George Beadle and Linus Pauling) 

MRC UNIT for Molecular Biology, Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, 

England (Director - N. F. Matt) 

The Pasteur Institute, Paris (Heads of Divisions - Jacques Monod 

and Andree Lwoff) 

The Department of Pathology, New York University Medical School, 

New York City (Head of Department - Stetson) 

Stanford University (Departments of Joshue Lederberg and Arthur 

Kornberg) 
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Curriculum Vitae of Leo Szilard 

I was born in Budapest, Hungary, in 1898. I went through officers' 
school there during the first World War and studied engineering there. 

In 1920 I left Hungary to continue my engineering studies in Berlin. 
However, the attraction of physics proved to be too great. Einstein, 
Planck, Von Laue, Schroedinger, Nernst, Haber, and Franck were at that 
time all assembled in Berlin and attended a journal club in physics 
which was also open to students. I switched to physics and obtained a 
Doctor's degree in physics at the University of Berlin under Von Laue 
in 1922. My thesis /(1) - see attached list of publications/ showed 
that the Second Law of Thermodynamics covers not only the mean values, 
as was up to then believed, but also determines the general form of the 
law that governs the fluctuations of the values. 

Subsequently, I was a research worker in one of the Kaiser Wilhelm 
Institutes in Berlin and later joined the teaching staff of the University 
of Berlin (as Privatdozent) where I remained until 1933. Of the papers 
(l - 4) published during this period, some are experimental, and some 
are theoretical. The last one (4) established the connection between 
entropy and information which forms part of present day information 
theory. 

In 1933 I went to England. I considered at that time becoming a biologist, 
and A. v. Hill said that he would find a position for me as a demonstrator 
in physiology. It occurred to me, however, just then that a nuclear chain 
reaction might be possible if we could find an element that would emit 
neutrons when bombarded by neutrons. Artificial radioactivity was dis
covered a few months later by Joliet and seemed to provide an important 
new research tool in nuclear physics. This decided me to move into nuclear 
physics. 

In the summer of 1934 I started work as a guest in St. Bartholomew's 
Hospital in London and this work resulted in the establishment of the 
Szilard-Chalmers Reaction (5) and the discovery that slow neutrons are 
emitted by beryllium if the beryllium is exposed to gamma rays of radium 
(6). In 1939, after the discovery of the fission of uranium, the use of 
these slow neutrons from beryllium made it possible to see that uranium 
emits neutrons when bombarded by neutrons; the fast neutrons emitted 
by uranium could be easily distinguished from the bombarding slow neutrons. 

In 1935, after a visit to New York, where I spent a few months as research 
associate at New York University, I accepted a position at the Clarendon 
Laboratory, Oxford University. During this period I worked in the field 
of nuclear physics (8-11). In 1938 I came to America under arrangement 
with Oxford University, which permitted me to spend half my time in the 
United States. I was in the United States during the time the Munich 
Agreement was negotiated. After Munich I decided to stay in the United 
States on a full-time basis, and I resigned at Oxford. 
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In January 1939 I learned of the discovery of fission. It seemed 
important to find out at once if neutrons are emitted in that process, for in that case a chain reaction in uranium had to be regarded as a 
serious possibility. I, therefore, asked the permission of Columbia University to work there as a guest and perform an experiment in order 
to settle this question. This experj~ent (jointly performed with 
Walter Zinn) led to the discovery of t he ne~tron emission of uranium, upon which the chain reaction is baEed (12; 13). The same discovery 
was made indepenC.ently at a"bo·ut the s.::uue time by Fenni and Anderson, 
as well as by Joliet and his group. 

In July, 1939, I recognized. that a cbaJn T('!.-..ction might be set up in a system composed of gr~phite and urani um. occause of the serious consequences of this possibility, it seemed that this was a matter in which 
the government ought to take an interest. I, therefore, went to see 
Professor Einstein to enlist his help in approaching the government. After several consultations, in which E. P. Wigner and Edward Teller participated, Einstein wrote a letter to Presj.clent Roosevelt; and in 
respob.se to this letter, the President appointed a colllillittee under the chairmanship of the Director of the National Bureau of Standards. 

In February 1940 I described the chain-reacting uranium-graphite system in a paper I sent to the Physical Review (February, 1940). For reasons 
of secrecy, this paper was-DK>t--published. 

In November of 1940 a government contract was given to Columbia University for the development of the gra:;;>hite ··urar:ium system., and I became a member of Columbia University's National Defense Research Staff. Early in 1942 our group was moved to the University of Chicago; and on December 2, 1942, the chain reaction system was put into action. 

Recently a patent was granted to the Atomic Energy Commission on the 
chain-reacting graphite-uranium system, jointly in the names of Enrico Fermi and myself. 

In 1943 I became a naturalized citizen of the United States. 

In October, 1946, I joined the staff of the University of Chicago as 
Professor of Biophysics in the Inlltitute of Radiobiology and Biophysics. This institute never grew as originally intended, it had a succession of directors, and it was recently dissolved. I remained on the staff 
of the University of Chicago as Professor of Biophysics and was transferred to The Enrico Fermi Institute for Nuclear Studies. 

- - - ~ - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - -
When in 1946 I was faced with the task of converting myself into a 
biologist, I teamed up with Dr. Aaron Novick, who was at that time a 
physical chemist. I had known him from his work in the uranium project. We both got our training in biology through summer courses, such as Delbr~ck's course in Cold Spring Harbor in bacterial viruses, and Van Niel's course in bacterial biochemistry at Pacific Grove. Novick and I worked as a team until the Institute of Radiobiology and Biophysics was dissolved. 
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When we started out, we tried to understand a striking phenomenon just then 
discovered by A. Kelner, who showed that bacteria killed by ultraviolet 
light can be reactivated by shining visible light at them (17). A detailed 
analysis of the phenomenon enabled us to interpret it in terms of a 11 poison" 
that is produced by ultraviolet light and is decomposed by visible light. 
This interpretation was at first controversial due to Dulbecco's work on 
light reactivation of ultraviolet killed bacterial viruses, but has in the 
meantime become widely accepted. My own intere·st in the subject waned when 
I could not convince myself that we were dealing with a phenomenon that 
serves a useful biological purpose in the life of the bacteria. 

Next, we turned our attention to the study of bacterial viruses in 
assumption that viruses may prove to be much simpler than bacteria. 
obtained some interesting results (18) but decided to shift after a 
to the study of bacteria. 

the 
We 

while 

The two phenomena in which we were initially interested were a) mutations 
and b) the formation of adaptive enzymes which promised to provide a tool 
for the study of protein synthesis. We were dissatisfied, however, with 
the methods that were available for the study of these phenomena. It seemed 
to us necessary to study bacterial populations in the growing condition in 
a stationary state, i.e. we thought we ought to use a continuous flow aevtce 
We developed such a device, which we called a "Chemostat" • In this particular 
device the rate of growth of the bacteria can be changed by changing the 
concentration of one of the growth factors of our choosing which we make the 
controlling growth factor. 

We started out by using the "Chemostat" for the study of mutations and 
obtained quite unexpected results at the very outset. It turned out, 
for instance, that the rate at i·Thich certain mutations occur does not change 
when we change the rate at which the bacteria divide; we could vary the rate 
of growth within a wide range without changing the rate at which these muta
tions occurred. We found one family of compounds - purines - which may 
cause an about tenfold increase in the mutation rate of bacteria without 
any appreciable killing. And we also found antimutagens, which in very small 
contractions will fully counteract the effect of purine-type mutagens. 

In a bacterial population maintained in the "Chemostat" there occur 
evolutionary changes (19) and one strain of bacteria is replaced by a mutant 
strain, which can grow faster in the conditions prevailing in the growth tube 
of the "Chemostat". We observed successive evolutionary steps of this sort 
in each experiment of sufficiently long duration and were able to analyze 
the phenomenon. 

After the dissolution of the Institute of Radiobiology and Biophysics I did 
not maintain a laboratory. In the last few years my interests centered main
ly on quantitative studies of general biological phenomena. Among these were 
the molecular bases of induced enzyme formation and of the formation of anti
bodies in mammals. My lsst published paper (25) attempts to give a quantita
tive theory of the process of aging which should be applicable to mammals. 
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PARTIAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LEO SZILARD 
(with annotations) 

A. Physics 

(l) Zeitschrift flir Physik, 1925, p. 753, 32. This paper extends the appli
cation of thermodynamics to the derivation of the laws of thermodynamical 
fluctuations. It was accepted as dissertation by the University of Berlin. 

(2) Zeitschrift flir Physik, 1925, p. 688, 33. - jointly with H. Mark. This 
paper reports experiments which revealed anomalous scattering of X-rays. 

(3) Zeitschrift f~ Physik, 1926, p. 743, 35. - jointly with H. Mark. This 
paper reports experiments on polarizing X-rays by reflection on crystals. 

(4) Zeitschrift flir Physik, 1929, p. 840, 35. This paper evaluates the 
increase of entropy which is connected with operations of an intelli
gent being on a thermodynamical system if these operations are controlled 
by measurements of variables which are subject to thermodynamical fluc
tuations. This paper ,.;as accepted as Habili tationsschrift by the Uni ver
si ty of Berlin. 

(5) 11 Chemical Separation of the Radioactive Element from its Bombarded 
Isotope in the Fermi Effect., -- jointly with Chalmers. Nature, p. 462, 
134, 1934. This paper demonstrates a generally applicable process 
(Szilard-Chalmers reaction) for the concentration of a radioactive 
element produced by neutrons if the element has to be separated from a 
mass of a stable element with which it is chemically isotopic. 

(6) 11 Detecting Neutrons Liberated from Beryllium by Gamma Rays," p. 494, 
134, 1934. Nature. 
This paper describes the discovery of radium-beryllium photo neutrons 
which, being of lovr energy, represent a useful tool i'n nuclear research. 
They were used later in the discovery and investigation of neutron 
emission of uranium on which a chain reaction is based. 

(7) 11 Liberation of Neutrons from Beryllium by X-Rays" -- jointly with 
a group of six others, p. 880, 134, 1934. Nature. Using X-rays in 
place of gamma rays the threshold for the emission of photo neutrons 
from beryllium is determined by varying the voltage of an X-ray tube 
and is found to be somewhat above l. 5, and vtell below 2 m. e. v. 

{8) "Radioactivity Induced by Neutrons11 
-- jointly with Chalmers, p. 98, 

135, 1935. Nature. In this paper a neutron induced radioactive 
period of about 3-1/2 hours is reported in Indium which does not fit 
in with the explanations found for other radioactive periods. In a 
later paper it is shown that it is due to an excited Indium nucleus 
which is isomeric with stable indium nucleus 115. 

(9) 11 Absorption of Residual Neutrons, .. p. , 136, 1935. Nature. 
This paper reports the discov~ry of neutron resonances at low energies, 
gives an estimate of their energies, and states that the energies can 
be measured by observing the absorption of the residual neutrons in 
boron or lithium. 



(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

{13) 

(14) 

15. 

"Gamma Rays Excited by Capture of Neutrons," p. 323, 139, 1937 -
jointly with Griffiths. Nature. This paper reports on the observa
tion of gamma rays emitted by a number of odd elements which are 
strong neutron absorbers. The counts observed per absorbed neutron 
were found to be within 15 per cent identical for all these elements. 

"Radioactivity Induced by Nuclear Excitation" -- j ointly with 
Goldhaber and Hill, p. 47, 55, 1939. Phys. Rev. In this paper 
the previously reported period in indium is-InVestigated and the 
conclusion is reached that it is due to nuclear excitation of the 
stable indium isotope 115. 

"Instantaneous Ernission of Fast Neutrons in the Interaction of slow 
Neutrons with Uranium" -- j ointly \·Tith Zinn, p. 799 , 55, 1939. 
Phys. Rev. In this paper the discovery of the neutron emission of 
uraniwn is reported. It is estimated that two neutrons are emitted 
per fission. The neutrons from uranium are made visible on an 
oscillograph screen. As primary neutrons, radium-beryllium photo 
neutrons were used vhich, because they are slmv, can be easily 
distinguished from the fast neutrons emitted by ur~~iQ~. This dis
cove~J which was made independently, and about the same time, by Fermi 
and Anderson, as well as Joliet and his co-i-mrkers, indicated the 
feasibility of a sustaining nuclear chain reaction. 

"Emission of Neutrons by Uranium" -- jointly with Zinn. p. 619, 
56, 1939. Phys. Rev . Detailed report of above mentioned experi
ments, number of neutrons per fission measured as 2.3 . 

"Neutron Production and Absorption in Uranium11 jointly with 
Anderson and Fermi. p. 284, 56, 1939. Phys. Rev . This paper 
reports an investigation on the possibility or impossibility of a 
chain reaction in a uranium-water system. It is estimated that 1.5 
neutrons are emitted for every thermal neutron which is absorbed by 
uranium. 

Dr. Szilard's part in bringing about of the first nuclear chain reaction; 
in the design of the first nuclear reactor (atomic pile) are described, in 
the Official Report: Atomic Energy for Military Purposes, Henry D. Smythe, 
1945, Princeton University Press, pages 34, 47, etc. 

B. BIOLOGY 

(17) A. Novick and Leo Szilard - EXPERIMENTS ON LIGHT-REACTIVATION 
OF ULTRA-VIOLET INACTIVATED BACTERIA. Proceedings of the NATIONAL 
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. Vol. 35, No. 10, pp. 591-600. 

(18) Aaron Novick and Leo Szilard - VIRUS STRAINS OF IDENTICAL PHENO
TYPE BUT DIFFERENT GENOTYPE. Science, January 12, 1951, Vol. 113, 
No. 2924, pp. 34-35. 

(19) Aaron Novick and Leo Szilard - EXPERIMENTS WITH THE CHEMOSTAT ON 
SPONTANEOUS MUTATIONS OF BACTERIA. Proceedings of the NATIONAL 
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. Vol. 36, No. 12, pp. 706-719, December, 1950. 



(20) 

(21) 

16. 

Aaron Novick and Leo Szilard - DESCRIPTION OF THE CHEMOSTAT. 

Science, December 15, 1950. Vol. 112, No. 2920, pp. 715-716. 

Aaron Novick and Leo Szilard - EXPERIMENTS ON SPONTANEOUS AND 

CHEMICALLY INDUCED MUTATIONS OF BACTERIA GROVIING IN THE CHEMOSTAT. 

Cold Spring Harbor Symposia on Quantitative Biology. Vol. XVI, 1951. 

(22) Aaron Novick and Leo Szilard - ANTI-MUTAGENS. Nature, Vol. 170, 

p. 926, November 29, 1952. 

(23) Aaron Novick and Leo Szilard - EXPERIMENTS WITH THE CHEMOSTAT ON 

THE RATES OF AMINO ACID SYNTHESIS IN BACTERIA. Dynamics of Growth 

Processes. Princeton University Press, pp. 21-32, 1954. 

(24) Maurice S. Fox and Leo Szilard - A DEVICE FOR GROWING BACTERIAL 

POPULATIONS UNDER STEADY STATE CONDITIONS. Journal of General 

Physiology 39, p. 261-6, 1955. 

( 25) Leo Szilard - ON THE NATURE OF THE AGING PROCESS. Proc. Nat. Academy 

of Sciences, Vol. 45, pp. 30-45, 1959. 

The first of these papers (#17) investigates a phenomenon discovered 

by A. Kelner after the war, \<l'ho showed that bacteria "lfilled" by ultra

violet light can be revived by shining visible light on them. Experiments 

designed to analyze the phenomenon are described in this paper; they lead 

to the conclusion that the ultraviolet light produces a "poison" which can 

be inactivated by light and that this "poison", if present when, subsequent 

to irradiation, the bacteria divide, will cause both death and mutations. 

The second paper (#18) describes the discovery that, when a bacterium is 

infected simultaneously with two related viruses which differ from each 

other both in genotype and phenotype, the virus population emerging from 

the bacterium contains a class of viruses which have the genotype of one 

and the phenotype of the other. 

The papers #19 to #23 describe a new way of studying bacteria by maintaining 

a bacterial population in a stationary (exponentially growing) state indefi

nitely and controlling the growth rate by controlling the rate of supply 

of an essential growth factor. An apparatus is described in these papers 

which will conveniently accomplish this and which is designated as the 

Chemostat. 

In studying mutations in bacteria or the formation of adaptive enzymes 

in bacteria inaccurate, and, therefore, misleading results are frequently 

obtained by studying bacterial cultures in flasks in which the number of 

bacteria increases exponentially, and the use of the Chemostat is frequently 

indicated in studies of this sort. 

In the papers #19 to #22, the Chemostat is used in the study of mutations. 

It turns out that the rate at which mutations occur in a growing bacterial 

population under the conditions studied is not proportional to the rate 

at which cell division occurs, rather the mutation rate is constant per 
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unit time independent of the rate at which the culture is growing. There 
is found one group of compounds, all purine derivatives, of ••hich caffein 
is one, which greatly increases the mutation rate without having an appreci
able killing effect on the bacteria. 

There is another group of compounds described in these papers, all of them 
ribosides of purines which in small quantities will completely counteract 
the action of the above mentioned purine type mutagens and also reduce 
the rate of spontaneous mutations. 

In paper #23, the Chemostat is used to study the biosynthesis of amino acids 
in bacteria and the regulatory mechanisms which are involved in it. The 
bio-synthetic apparatus of the bacteria respond to amino acid concentrations 
in the medium, which are exceedingly low. For instance, a bacterium which 
can make arginine and will do so if there is no arginine in the medium, 
will stop making arginine if an arginine concentration of lo-9 ga/ce is 
maintained in the medium in the Chemostat. (Novick and Szilard- unpublished.) 

One way of studying such regulatory mechanisms is based on the use of 
a mutant which is blocked in the synthesis of an amino acid--in our case 
Tryptophane--and which pours out into the medium a 11 precursor11 of that 
amino acid. Paper #23 utilizes such a mutant. In the absence of Trypto
phane in the medium, a precursor of Tr~~tophane is poured out by the mutant 
into the medium at a rate \-l'hich is independent of the growth rate of the 
bacteria. In the presence of Tryptophane this ''precursor" is not poured out 
by the bacteria. It is conceivable that this indicates a general phenomenon 
of regulation through a negative feed-back of the final product at one of the 
early steps of the metabolic pathway leading to Tryptophane. 

In paper #24, there is described a device called a breeder. In this device 
bacteria may be grown in a continuous flow of nutrient. The flow of the 
nutrient is controlled by the turbidity of the bacterial culture and the 
growth is not limited by a growth factor, as is the case in the "Chemostat." 

This device was developed in order to study mutations in bacteria under 
conditions of growth at the maximal rate, and such a study was carried out 
by Maurice S. Fox. 

Paper #25 develops a theory of the basic process of aging. According to 
the theory, the elementary step in the process of aging consists in the 
random inactivation of whole chromosomes. The differences in the longevity 
of individuals are attributed to the difference of the number of recessive 
cell lethals they have inherited. 
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September 9, 1962 

(Preprint.) 

The sex chromatin in mammalian cells, 11 dosa e compensation" 

in the fruit fly, and enzyme repression in bacteria. 

By Leo Szilard 

The Enrico Fermi Institute 
For Nuclear Studies 

The University of Chicago 

[ ~~2 \ 

In the past two years evidence has been rapidly accum

ulating in favor of the view that in the somatic cells of 

adult female mammals only one of the two X chromosomes is 

functional, and that the inactive X chromosome condenses 

to form the sex chromatin masses which are visible in cer-

tain types of somatic cells of the female. Apparently in 

the course of the embryonic development of the female, at 

some point or other, one of the X chromosomes becomes 

suppressed. Which of the two X chromosomes becomes sup-

pressed seems to be determined by a random process; in 

one clone of somatic cells the X chromosome derived from 

the mother is suppressed,while in another clone, of the 

same type of cells, the X chromosome derived from the 

father is suppressed. Thus sex linked coat-colour mutants 

*Work performed under a Research Grant of the National 
Institutes of Health. 
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are variegated in the heterozygote, with alternating pat-

ches of normal and mutant colour, i.e. , such heterozygotes 

are a mosaic of two different kinds of cell. This would 

then explain the appearance of the tortoiseshell cat,which 

carries "yellow" on one X chromosome and "black" on the 

other. 

H. J. Mueller has noted and stressed the fact that 

a sex linked gene , which determines eye colour in the 

fruit fly, is normally present in two doses in the female 

but only in one dose in the male and that, nevertheless, 

the eye colour of the male and the eye colour of the fe-
( 1 . ) 

male is the same. He postulated the existence of 

some special mechanism, "dosage compensation," which would 

operate specifically in the case of genes located on the 

X chromosome. This mechanism is responsible for the fact 

that even though the female carries two of the correspond

ing sex linked genes and the male carries only one, the 

concentration of a gene product in the somatic cell may 

be the same for the male and the female. He discussed, 

in particular , the case of a mutant sex linked gene, 

affecting eye colour, called 11 apricot. 11 In the normal 

fruit fly the eye colour may be saturated, but in the case 

of the 11 apricot 11 mutant the eye colour of a male fruit 

fly can be shown to be roughly proportional to the number 

of "apricot" genes carried by the individual fly. 
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In Man the concentration of the product of a sex link-

ed gene is the same in the male, which carries only one dose 

of it, as in the female which carries two doses. This has 

been shown in the case of the enzyme glucose -6- phosphate 
(2.) (3.) 

dehydrogenase. But it has been also shown that 

in the heterozygote female, which carries a competent and 

an incompetent allele of the gene, the cells in the blood 

behave as though they consisted of a mixture of two types 

of cells: one containing the normal amount of enzyme 

glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, and the other devoid 

of this enzyme. Accordingly, in the case of Man, there 

would be no need to postulate the existence of a mechanism 

providing for "dosage compensation" for sex linked gene 

products; rather, the phenomena observed would be accounted 

for by the postulate that in the case of Man (and other 

mammals) only one X chromosome is active in the somatic 

cells of the adult female. 

It would seem, however, that this postulate must not 

be extended to the fruit fly, because the behavior of the 

eye colour in "apricot" fruit flies cannot be explained by 

postulating that only one X chromosome is functional in 

the somatic cells of the female fly. If only one X chromo-

some were functional, then we would have to expect the 

same eye color in a female which carries one dose of "apri-

cot" on each of its two X chromosomes, as well as one extra 

dose of "apricot", as in a male which carries one dose of 
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"apricot" on its single X chromosomes, as well as one extra 

dose of "apricot". This conclusion is inescapable, be

cause if only one of the two X chromosomes is functional 

in the somatic cells of the female, then both the cells 

of the female and the cells of the male carry two function

al doses of "apricot" and therefore their eye colours 

ought to be the same. This conclusion is not born out by 

the experiments; rather, H. J. Muller found that the eye 

colour of such a male is darkev than the eye colour of 

such a female - in the ratio of 4 to 3. 

In these circumstances one may ask whether Muller's 

observations of eye colour in the fruit fly require that 

we postulate ad hoc some special mechanism which would 

account for them, or whether "dosage compensation" in the 

fruit fly can be understood on the basis of known mechanisms. 

It is known that in bacteria the production of many 

enzymes is under the control of certain corresponding re

pressors and that the gene for the r~pressor is different 

from the gene for the enzyTh9. On the basi3 of what is 

known, it is reasonable to assume that in bacteria the 

concentration of an enzyme, which is under the control of 

a repressor, is determined by the ratio in the cell of 

the number of genes for the enzyme and the number of genes 

for the corresponding repressor. We shall refer to this 

ratio as the "determining ratio." If we generalize from 

what we know about bacteria to the somatic cells of the 
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fruit fly and if we further postulate that the genes corres

ponding to the repressor of a sex linked enzyme, which shows 

''dosage compensation, 11 is located on the X chromosome, then 

we can account for the observed facts concerning the eye 

colours in the fruit fly as follows: 

A homozygote 11 apricot'' female carries two 'apricot!' genes 

and two genes for the corresponding repressor, while an 

"apricot 11 n:ale carries one "apricot" gene and one gene for 

the corresponding repressor. In either case the 11 determin

ing ratio 11 is 1; hence such a female and such a male have 

the same eye colour. 

An 11 apricot 11 male, which carries an e:xtrn dose for 

11 apricot," carries one gene for the corresponding repressor; 

and the "determining ratio" therefore is 2. A homozygote 

11 apricot 11 female, which carries an extra dose for "apricot" 

has three "apricot 11 genes and two genes for the correspond

ing repressor; the "determining ratio" is therefor 3 ovo-r 

2. Accordingly, we should expect the ratio of thG eye 

colour of the male and female to be 4 to 3, and thio is 

the ratio actually observed by Muller. 

Even though the phenomena of the suppression of the 

excess X chromosome might universally hold for mammalian 

cells, this does not necessarily mean that the mechanism 

of dosage compensation which, operates in the fruit fly, 

does not also operate in mammals. This mechanism might 

very well operate in somatic cells during the embryonic 
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development, up to the point when one of the two x chromo

somes of the female become s suppressed in these cells. 
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Professor F.A. Lindeman 
Christ Church 
Oxford., England 

Dear Professor Lindeman: 

c/o Liebowitz 
420 Riverside Drive 
New York Cit;y 

.Tanua.ry 13th, 1939 

Three months have now passed since, acting on an impulse, I 

cabled you that I nm poGtpon1ng my sailing for an indefinite period 

on account 6~ tho international si tua.·tion 1 and that I should be 

gratefUl if my further absence could be considered as leave •ith

out pay. I sent you this cable after Czechoslovakia was forced to 

accept the Berchtosgadcn demands~ nnd it must have reached you at 

a moment when many people believed that there was an tmcediate 

danger of general war. You may have therefore thought that this as-

sumed danger prompted me to postpone my sailing~ and you may then 

have wondered why I did not return to Oxford after the l~nich agree

ment, ~hat is if you gave any thought to my continued absence at 

a time when urgent political and defense 'questions ~~at have been 

claiming most of your thoughts. 

It seems to me that the Munich agreement created, or at the 

ver.y least demonstrated. a state of international relations which 

now threatens Europe and in the long run will threaten the Whole 
I 

civilized world. This cannot fail to claim the attention of all 

of us, and, if the situation is to be improved, the active co

operation of many of us. I greatly enyy those of my colleagues 

at Oxford who in these circumstances are able to give their full 
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attention to the work which ltas been carried on at the Clarendon 

Laboratory and Who are able to do so without of£ending their sense 

of propor~_io~ To my great 

~ follo~1ti1eir example. 

(J~ 
~/J. am apparently quite incapable 

Since my collaboration in the work, for which you were good 

enough to win the support of Imperial Chemical Industries, would 

be of' little value unless Itgave the work my fUll attention, it 

seems best in the circumstances that I should not embark u:pon it. 

This being so, I do not feel that I run enti tlcd to keep any payments 

which Imperial Chemical Industries m~y have mo,de to me under the 

new agreement, i.e. after January 1st of last year. I should be 

grateful if you could perhaps communicate on this subject with Dr. 

Slade and tell him how very thankful I a.m for the help I had from 

Imperial Chemical Industries in the past, w1d how very much I re

gret thn.t the deterioration of the international situation whioh 

occured while I was abroad. makes it impossible for me to collabor

ate in the work which Dr. Slade kindlY consente~d to support. If 

Dr. Slade wishes me to refund paynents made to me after Januar,y 

lst of last year, I ohall be ver,y glad to~o. In this case Dr. 

Slade will have to let me know the amount which actually has been 

paid to my account, and als6 to what account and under what head

ing he wishes me to transfer this amount. 

It seems to me that those who wish to continue to dedicate 

their work to the advancement o~ science would be well advised to 

move to America Where they may hope for another ten or 15 years 

of undisturbed work. I myself find it ver,y dif~icult, though, to 

elect suCh •individual salvation•, and I may therefore return to 
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England if I can see my way o~ being of use, not only in science, 

but also in connection with the general situation. It is hardly 

necessary to state that, if I shall be in EnG:la.nd and if you want 
I 

me to do so, I shall be most happy again to cooperate with those 

who work in the Cl.arendon Laboratory. It may be best, however. 

that I should not receive financial support from the Laborator,y, 

as such financial support ia bound to be linke4. with fix~d oblig

ations which I would rather avoid. 

l!,or the time beill{I, I do not yet see my way of being of usc 

in England in connection \Vith the general situation, though I see 

certain potoutia.l possfblities in this respect. In view of these 

I am at present not looking for a "job" on this side of the Atlan-

tic. Perhaps I shall have an opportw1ity to talk to you about all 

this if I shall visit Engl~d in a not too d istant future. 

Naturally I regret that it will not be possible ~or me to 

collaborate in building up apparatus for the now Clarendon Labor

ator,y. I trust that the spirit of inflation,Which must necessarily 

accompany any armament race such aa ia on at present, will at least 

make it possible · for you to obtain tho fUnds necessary for carr.y

ing on research in the new laboratory. 

Please excuse the three months' delay of this letter. Immedi

ately after the Munich agreement i~ did not seem possible for me 

to have a sufficiently balance(view, and I had to allow some time 

to elapse before I was able to write without bitterness o~ this 

event. 

With kind regards to all,· I am, 

yours very sincerely, 

(Leo Szila~d) 
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Dr. Leo Szilard, 
Pupin PhYsics Laboratories, 
Columbia University. 

Dear Dr. Szilard: 

.April 6, 1939 

I told you that I would write you a letter 
to put on record my invitation to you to be a guest 
of the Department of Physics until June 1, 1939 to 
work on certain researches with Dr. Zinn and to have 
the privileges that are appropriate for a guest in 
our laboratory. Laboratory keys have already been 
issued to you, and I enclose with this a card by 
the use of which you can_ obtain a key to the outer 
door of the building by calling at Room 111 Low 
Memorial Library so that you may have access to 
the laboratory at times when the outer door is 
closed. The key obtained with this card is to be 
returned on leaving the building. 

Sincerely yours, 

GBP:H George B. 

F 
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In 1946 he became a professor of Biophysics and 
studied problems of molecular biology such as bacterial 
genetics, protein synthesis and antibody formation. To
gether with Aaron Novick, he developed the "Chemostat", 
a device to grow bacterial populations in a stationary 
state. He also developed a theory of aging and a theory 
of Memory and Recall. He remained professor at the Uni
versity of Chicago until 1964 when he joined the Salk 
Institute of Biological Studies as Resident Fellow. 
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PROPOSED BUDGET for the period shown on page 1 

NOTE: Under column entitled "OTHER" indicate funds presently PERCENT OF BUDGET 
available or anticipated from other sources, including those from TIME TO BE REQUESTED 

SPENT ON FROM PHS OTHER own institution. THIS PROJECT (Omit Cents) It ~ ,.._,..,...._ 
-

PERSONNEL: 
Itemize All Positions, Indicating Type, Percent of Time To Be Spent On This 
Project and Names of Professional Personnel Selected. $ $ -
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-
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,_, -· . 
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. · , 

. j 
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BS':'IHA'iE OF F'U?URE YFARS REQUESTED FROM PUBJ,!C T'i'A:_,";_-._ SBR'.'"ICE 

Add':!.. Subtotal Indirect Cost 
;[:ears Personnel Travel Other ~Direct costsl Allo;ra.nce Total 

lst $11,748.00 $7,500.00 $4,000.00 $23,248.00 $3,487.00 $26,735.00 
2nd 11,748.00 7,500.00 4,000.00 23,248.00 3,487.00 26,735.00 

• 3rd l2,5Gl.OO 7,500.00 4,000.00 24,o6l.OO 3,6()9.00 27,670.00 
4th 15,000.00 7,500.00 4,000.00 26,500.00 3,975-00 30,475·00 
5th 15,000.00 7,500.00 4,000.00 26,500.00 3,975.00 30,475.00 
6th 15,000.00 7,500.00 4,000.00 26,500.00 3,975.00 30,475-00 
7th 15,000.00 7,500.00 4,000.00 26,500.00 3,975-00 30,475.00 8th 15,000.00 7,500.00 4,000.00 26,500.00 3,975-00 30,475.00 
9th 15,000.00 7,500.00 4,000.00 26,500.00 3,975.00 30,475-00 

'lbe above estioates are based on the following premises: 

Dr. Szilard's sal.ary rate is set above at $15,000 per annum. According 
to University policy, Dr. Szilard is scheduled to be retired on October 1, 19G3. 
From the suegested starting date of the grant - January 1, 196o - to the date of 
retirement, it is proposed that provioiou for his salcry and teaChers'' annuity · 
and social security benefits be divided bet\·reen NIH and the University as follows: 

1. Salary 

Oric. year of proposed grant 
First add'l year 
Second add'l year: 
'lhird ndd' 1 year : 
l Jan. - 30 Sept. 196o 
1 Oct. - 31 Dec. 19Co 

Total Third Year 

2. Teachers ' Retirement and Social 
Sec. Benefi.ts ( 6. ~ of sal. ) a 

Or1.g. year of proposed grant 
First add '1 year 
Second add' 1 year 
'Ihird add' 1 year : 
l Jan. - 30 Sept. 1960 
1 Oct. - 31 Dec. 196o 

Total Third Year 

3· Total of Items 1 and 2 

Orig. year of proposed grant 
First add'1 year 
Second add '1 year 
Third add 11 year: 
1 Jan. - 30 Sept. 196o 
l Oct. - 31 Dec:. 196o 

Total 1bird Year 

\. 

NIJ! 

$11,000 
11,000 
11,000 

8,250 

$1~!bSg 

748 
748 
748 

561 
-

561 

$11,748 
11,748 
11,748 

8,811 

!1~~1~~ . 
2A 

University Total 

$4,000 $15, J.):) 
4ooo 
' 

l), j,),) 

4,000 15, ~\;.() 

3,000 11,25:) 

$3,000 $1~:66§ ' 

$ 272 $ 1,020 
272 1,020. 
272 1,020 

204 765 - -
* 2~ * z6~ 

$4,272 $16,020 
4,272 .16,020 
4,272 16,020 

3,204 12,015 - ~ ~~~2o4 
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SSTIMA7E OF ""'U'I't1RE' ~S R:::~11J?.S='ED FROM PU3LIC ::EAL:'¥ SERVICE ( continu~?d ) 

It ·is assumed tl::lo.t Dr. Szilard may spend 9 ronths of the yeo.r ava;y , i 
:from his home., visit:Ulg other laboratories, includ.in{; laboratories in Europe; II 
and. that he ·Hill need for travel and subsistence $7,500.00 per year. It is ' 
estimated that he will have to spend, while away from home, on secretarial ! 
services, including the rental o£' office equip:nent, an average of $4,000.00 ~~ 
a year. This estimate is based on the assumption that Dr. Szilard will need! the services o-r a secretary hired in difi"erent locations on a temporary basil 
averaging bet\1een 20 and 30 hours a week over a period of 40 weelcs per year, !..1 
at rates from $2.50 to $4.00 per hour. ;. 

No salary items hive been included for prof~ssionol personnel othet 
thtm Dr. Szilard. It is assumed that Dr. Szilard may pursue certain exper~te.l 
aspects of his project in collaboration '"~ith professional personnel, ei!lploye~ by 
other institutions where Dr. Szilard may hold no administrative responsibil11JY'· ; Alternatively, 'Ib.e University of QU.cago may employ professional :personnel :fdr 1 
Dr. Szilard's project and may apply • as the need arises - for additional grants • 
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· 1onder the grant requested, I would endeavo~ to puraue the6G problema further • I . , 

- - ~ -~-----~ - .. ··i;j. '' .··.; . - - ~ \ ~ -- ~ -- ~ -. ~ -- --
List of problems: 

>, l- _'~ '\\ ·:· c'\ l o 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

la) The possibility of explaining the general phenomenon of aging on the basis of random inactivation of chromosomes of the somatic cells. 

lb) The possibility of explaining the differences of the rate of aging of individuals on the basis of the genetic inheritance of the individual. 

lc) The decline of the fertility of women with age. 

ld) The change with age in the number of live embryos and the number of corpu~ lutea in pregnant mice. 

le) The relationship between the age of the bull and the "permissible reduction" in the number of spermatozoa used for insemination, as a function of the age of the bull. The "permissible reduction" is here defined as the 
fraction of the spermatozoa contained in one ejaculate, which must be in• seminated, in order to achieve a pregnancy with some fixed probability q. The value of q may be chosen more or less arbitrarily, provided only that q is sufficiently small compared to 1; q might be, for instance, between 
1/2 and 1/4. 

lf) The relationship between the age of the mother and the frequency of con• genital malformations which are due to an abnormal chromosome number in the affected individual. 

lg) The possible relationship between the malignancy of a mammalian cell and its abnormal chromosome number. · 

The possibility of disentangling whether various factors which enhance the killing effect or the mutagenic effect of ionizing radiation on micro• organisms or mammalian cells act by enhancing the production of the chromo• somal lesions or whether they act by repressing the restitution of such lesions. 

3a) The molecular basis of induced enzyme formation in micro-organisms. 

3b) The molecular basis of antibody formation in mammals. 

4a) The basic phenomenon involved in delayed hypersensitivity and tissue compatibility. 

4b) The role of immunological defense mechanisms of manmals in delaying or preventing the onset of a malignancy. 

The gene-protein problem. 

The question whether in general the competent form of the gene has an inherent stability which has not hitherto been taken into consideration in discussing the role of mutations in evolution. 
5 
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The higher func_~ons of the ,)~rain . 

The problem of sleep. _ . ~ . 

- . ~ - - ~ - ~ - - - ~ - ~ ~ - - - - ~ ~ - - ~ --- - - ---- ~ --. ~ -
I shall now proceed to indicate which of the above~listed problems I hAve 

given sufficient attention to be able to appraise the. likelihood that they may 

yield significant results in the foreseeable future. With respect to ~ach of 

these problems, I shall try to indicate, when possible, what particular approach 

I would propose to adopt. 
· 

.AD (ll 
== The problem of aging has interested me for a few years, but not until August 

of last year was I able to find a workable approach to this problem. At that time, 

I was able to formulate A theory which leads to quantitative predictions that are 

capable of being tested by experiments. (Proc. Natl. Academy 2! Sci., 45: 30-45, 

1959) 
Attached is a copy of a one=page article by John Lear, which appeared in 

England, 1n The New Scientist, and which, even though it is not entirely correct, 

gives an intelligible summary of the paper. 

This theory explains the difference between the longevity of individuals on 

the basis of the number of defective genes of a certain class which they have in

herited. The class of genes which is involved consists of those genes which are 

essential for the life of the somatic cell and which we may, therefore, designate 

as "vegetative genes". Mutant incompetent forms of such vegetative genes are 

recessive cell lethals, to which I shall refer below as "faults". 

In order to check the theory by experiments, one may expose a population of 

mice to ionizing radiation and observe the life expectancy of the adult offspring. 

I assume that a number of "vegetative genes" essential for the life of the somatic 

cells of mammals is about the same as the number of genes important for the lives 

of micro=Organisms, which may be estimated to be about 3,000. Russell has observed 

the frequency with which a given dose of X=rays produces mutations in mice, and, if 

his results are taken at their face value and are extrapolated to man, then (on 

the basis of the assumption of 3,000 vegetative genes) the life=shortening of the 

adult offspring of parents who have been exposed to X-rays would amount to about 

three days per rep. An experimental test of the theory along these lines may take 

five to six years and would require rather large facilities. It might be possible 

to arrange for such experiments in collaboration with one of the sites of the AEC. 

We may now perhaps go further and tentatively assume that the random inactiva• 

tion of a whole chromosome (which the theory postulates to be the elementary step 

in the process of aging), consists in the irreversible destruction of the chromo

some. Random chromosome breaks» for instance 1 which do not restitute, ·~might lead 

(even in the cells of non-dividing tissues) to the irreversible destruction of the 

functioning of both chromosome pieces. Assuming that this occurs at the same rate 

in somatic cells and oogonia as well as spermatogonia, we may then draw certain 

conclusions from the theory which could be experimentally tested, perhaps in a 

comparatively short time. 

If a spermatozoon (containing a 

some that has suffered an aging hit, 

embryo would be abnormal and, in the 

.-.1-- ·- · 

\. 

haploid set of chromosomes) carries a chromo

and were to fertilize an ovum, the resulting 

great majority of cases, not viable. The 
6 
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fraction of spermatozoa which are "defective" :lli this sense, s'Rhld §n~JaGe with 
the age of the male. Accordingly, with increasing age of the male 1 it would more 
and more frequently happen that an ovum is "spoiled" by beins fertili~e<i by a de· 
fective spermatozoon, unless we assume that a ·defective spermatozoon lo~s out, • 
under natural conditions of fertilization, in competition with spermatozoa which 
contain an intact haploid set of chromosomes. We may either assume (a) that e. 
spermatozoon which comes from a spermatogonium that has suffered an aging hit will 
lose out in the competition, or else, we may assume (b) that a spermatozoon which 
contains a haploid set of chromosomes which has suffered an aging h~t, Will ~oae 
out in the competition. J • • • . ; .~ , · ~ 

The "permissible reduction" in the number of spermatozoa contained in one 
ejaculate, as defined under le), may be predicted on the basis of the theory by 
assuming either (a) or (b), and the prediction may be. tested experimentally, for 
instance in the case of cattle, where artificial insemination is standard opera
tional practice. Because the cost of experiments vi th cattle might prove to be 
prohibitive, it might perhaps be necessary to work out a satisfactory technique for 
artificial insemination for a s~table rodent. 

In the female there are initially present many oocyte a, and it is possible 
that the kind of selection postulated above for the fertilizing spermatozoon ope~ 
tes with respect to the mature ovum also. A mature ovum would then be expected to 
contain an intact haploid set of chromosomes just as the spermatozoon, which is 
capable of reaching the ovum, may be expected to contain an intact haploid s~t of 
chromosomes. 

If no such selection operates with respect to the ovum, then the theory leads 
us to predict that the probability that a human ovum may give rise to the viable 
embroyo must fall off w1 th the age of the mother 1 by a factor of ( e )1/12 per year. 
A straightforward comparison of such a prediction with the available facts is 
rendered difficult in the case of man because the frequency of intercourse falls 
off vi th increasing age of the couple. It should be possible 1 however, to compare 
the number of corpus lutea in pregnant mice with the number of live embroyos con-

. tained in the uterus. The litter size in the mouse falls off vi th the age of the 
female to about one ... half, at the age at which the mouse ceases to have further 
litters. However, the mouse undergoes "silent" pregnancies beyond that age, 
apparently caused by the inability of the mouse to deliver if the number of live 

· embroyos is too small. Accordingly it w,ould be necessary to compare the number 
of live embroyos with the number of corpus lutea in "silent" pregnancies occurr
ing in old mice. 

If there is selection operating against the mature ovum lacking a :functional 
chromosome.P then the litter size ought to fall off with age more slowly than the 
theory would otherwise predict. 

In the case of the spermatozoon a t least.P we have no choice but to assume 
that a strong selection does operate against the fertilization of an ovum by a 
spermatozoon that lacks one functioning chromosome. This does not mean, however, 
that this selection operates with hundred percent efficiency. It could well be 
that 1n a few percent of the cases the selection fails and an ovum is fertilized 
by a spermatozoon which lacks a :functioning chromosome. The resulting embroyo 
may then be expected to suffer early fetal death. The frequency of such defective 
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RG 6876 
embroyos should increase with the father's age. 

I 

. • · On the basis of considerations of this kind I am led to raise ttie question 
whether a sUbstantial fraction of embroyos suffering early fetal deaihs lacks a 
chromosome. It is my intention to arrange for an. investigation aimei at eluci• 
dating this point. Should it prove difficult to get hold of htuna.n ~royos suit· 
able for the purposes of such an investigation, then one may have to turn to mice. 
In this case non viable embroyos found in ''silent" pregnancies of old mice would. 
represent the ?bject of choice. 

~e theory predicts that 'if a populat;l.on ie exposed, generation after genera
tion, to the same dose of ionizing radiation} senescence will set in progressively 
earlier and earlier, and finally a new mutational equilibrium is reached .~oQcerning 
the number of faults per person. According to the theory, if t~ number of faults 
is doubled, senescence will set in about 15 years earlier. 

From the point of view of maintaining the longevity of the human race, it 
would be important to know ·whether the mutations produced by ionizing r adiation 
occur less frequently if the dose of ionizing radiation is given at a lower rate. 
That this should be the case gid not at first appea~ ~~riori probable; yet, such 
a result is not inconceivable. We know that ionizing radiation, in addition to 
producing chromosomal lesions in pr oliferating mammalian cell cultures (which may 
occasionally restitute with the deletion of one or several genes) also produces I 
a physiological effect which manifests itself by causing a lag in cell division. . 
This physiological effect may be expected to depend on the dose rate. It is con
ceivable that the production of mutations by ionizing radiation falls off with the 
dose rate, not because the dose rate affects the production of chromosomal lesions 
but, rather, because it affects e via the physiological effect 0 the probability 
that the chromosomal damage may restitute with or without ~lection of a gene. 

Accordinglyi it would appear to be important to disentangle the factors which 
determine whether or not a chromosomal lesion is produced and the factors which 
determine the probability that chromosomal lesion will restitute with or without 
gene delect~.on. Perhaps the tools are now at hand that may enable us to disentangle 
these two fac:"t.:>r s. Thus, for instance, Szybalski has shown that if in a proliferat
ing cell culture one incorporates a certain chemical analogue of thymidine into the 
DNA and then exposes the culture to X=rays, the killing of cells by the radiation is 
enhanced. In cases of this sort it should be possible to determine whether the en
hanced killing is due to an increased production of chromosomal leaions or to de
creased restitution of the lesions produced. It is tmcertain, however 1 whether an 
adequate analysis of phenomena of this sort could be carried out on animal cell 
cultures. It is conceivable that one may have to use a different biological ma
terial where more powerful techniques are available, such as for instance the tech
nique developed by ~ Atwood for analyzing radiation damage in neurospera. 

AD (3l 

In the past three years I have given some thought to the molecular basis of 
the formation of inducible enzymes in micro~organisms, and I have ended up by pos
tulating a "model" which appears to be capable of resolving the paradoxes and which 
c.ppears to be consistent with the experimente.l facts known so far. I assume that 
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an enzyme molecule is formed on a specific enzyme forming site and remains at first attached to that site by a chemical bond. No further enzyme molecules can be produced at that site until this chemical bond is broken. This bond may be ultimately broken by a universal enzyme present in the cell. 

The rate of production of a particule enzyme would be determined by the extent to which the attached enzyme molecule itself sets up a steric hindrance for the m1iversal enzyme. Also, small molecules present in the cell may act as specific repressors for a particular enzyme because they combine reversibly with the attached enzyme molecule, and as long as they are so combined, they set up a steric hindrance for the universal enzyme. 

In certain bacteria there are a great number of enzymes which catalyze biochemical steps along what we may call "stray" biochemical pathways. A number of normal metabolites are degraded along such pathways. A great majority of these enzymes appear to be inducible by the substrate of the enzyme. I assume that the rate of production of these inducible enzymes is normally repressed by small molecules which are capable specifically to combine with the enzyme and which, by specifically combining with the attached enzyme molecule, prevent the enzyme from leaving the specific enzyme forming site. The substrate of such an inducible enzyme may be assumed to be a chemical analogue of the repressor of the enzyme. 

Accordingly, I assume that the substrate induces the enzymes in two waya: It induces the enzyme by competing with the repressor for the attached enzyme molecule and it induces the enzyme by competing with the precursors of the repressor for enzymes which lie on the biochemical pathway leading to the formation of the repressor. Under such conditions the substrate must of necessity enhance the formation of the enzyme provided that the cell itself does not abundantly convert the substrate into the repressor. 

I am inclined to believe that the tools now at hand may permit us to determine to what extent the above described model of induced enzyme formation may be correct or to -what extent it would have to be modified in order to become acceptable. 

Further, I am inclined to believe that the mechanism of antibody formation in mammaJs could probably be elucidated fairly rapidly also if concrete models were formulated that were capable of being experimentally tested, particularly if one were to study the antibodies formed to artificial haptene rather than to the natural haptene of foreign proteins. 

There are a number of models for antibody formation that one might be tempted to propose but most of these can be eliminated on the basis of the facts so far established. The number of the remaining possible models is not very large. If they are described sufficiently concretely then they could be scrutinized effectively in short order. 

I shall illustrate what I have in mind by singling out one particular model. I have selected it as the first model to be scrutinized because it does not postulate any mechanisms involved in antibody formation which would go substantially beyond the mechanisms which may be presumed to be involved in the formation of inducible enzymes in micro organisms. 

Obviously we cannot at this time exclude the possibility that there may be 
9 (replacement) 
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involved in antibody formation mechenisms-~~ch go beyond those involved in the 
formation of inducible enzymes, nor even can ve be certain at this time that there 
is more than a superficial resemblance between antibody formation in mammals and 
induced enzyme formation in micro organisms. 

I am inclined, however, tentatively to postulate as a basic tenet that antibody 
formation in mammals and inducible enzyme formation in micro organisms have one 
important feature in common, which is as follows: Just as a repressor molecule 
can specifically combine With an en~yme molceulb Which 1o atill attaeheA to itB 
specific enzyme forming site, so an antigen molecule can, in certain circumstances, 
specifically combine with an antibody molecule which is still attached to the speci• 
fie antibody forming site. This basic tenet does by no means define a concrete 
model and it is possible to base two models, very different in nature, on the same 
tenet. 

Which of these two models shall be given p~eference? The answer to this quea.~ 

tion depends upon whether we shall be forced to say that the so-called secondary, 
or anemnestic, response to the injection o£ en antigen requires us to assume that 
the specific antibody forming site is modified by the antigen. Because I am reluc
_tant to assume that this is the case until I may be forced to do so, I shall dis
cuss here of the two alternative models the one which gets by without such an 
assumption. 

In discussing this "simple" model I shall limit myself to the formation of 
antibodies in the response to the injection of a soluble antigen intO the rabbit. 
Further, I shall limit myself to an antigen which consists of a foreign protein 
(which is antigenic in the rabbit) to which there is coupled an artificial hapten 
in rather low abundance. We shall have to distinguish here between antibody formed 
to the artificial hapten and antibody formed to the natural haptens of the foreign 
protein. By "antibody" we shall always mean combining antibody which need not be 
capable of precipitating the antigen. 

In the following I shall list as an "intelligent guess" phenomena which we may 
expect to characterize the formation of such an antibody to the artificial hapten 
in the rabbit. It should be comparatively simple experimentally to verify whether 
or not these phenomena in fact exist. Assuming here that they do, we must then 
demand that our model for antibody formation account for all of them. The pheno
mena postulated are as follows: 

1. To the first injection of the antigen the rabbit responds with a production 
of a certain amount of antibody to the artificial hapten. 

2. If one permits a period of 1 say four weeks, to elapse, and if then the 
antigen is . injected for a second time there is a greatly enhanced formation of 
antibody (secondary or anemnestic response) to the artificial hapten. 

3. Following the second, third or fourth injection of the antigen there will be 
a production of antibody to the artificial hapten sustained long after the antigen 
has been presumably eliminated from the system. 

4. If the antigen is injected into a new ... born rabbit which cannot form anti
bodies, there will result an immune paralysis and for a period of time the rabbit 
will not form antibody to the artificial hapten in response to the injection of the 

antigen. 10 (replacement) 
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: . • "j. ' The "simpla~, model I propose is the . following: There are 1n the cells o.f ~-, .... lymphatic . system . present a very large num,ber of genes . responsible for the foniw.tJ...On!- ~of enzymes tha.t catalyze chemical reacti,orlf~ along stray-' biochemical pathways. ·:· :\~ . ~ Normally the rate of production ·of all ~l)'l~ enzymes is repressed by small molei:ul.e"a · 
1 present 1n the cell which specifically combine with the attached enzyme molecule , and. · ·. prevent its leaving the specific enzyme forming site. In the cells of the ·lymphAtiC system there are also preoent ... according to the views here adopted - vari ous mutn.ni;..- ::, i forms of the above mentione~ _genes and tbeae mutant genes produce protein molccula$•~: .. l (which are related to the ~orrespond.ing enzymes)- the antibodies. An antibody mole- :~~ · ~ cule resembles the related en;eyme molecule sufficiently to be able to combine wit.\1 ·.' .' l the substrate of the enzyme ;;l.:>ut tb:e -.antibody enzyme lacks the catalytic activity¢ .. , . 1 

the enzyme. We may assume t~t the repressor which hinders the formation of a:a · , ···: enzyme hinders the formation of the related antibody also. · ·'-

Let us now consider an antigen composed of a "foreign protein" to which is coupled an artificial hapten which happens to be a chemical analogue of one of the numerous repressor molecules present in the cells of the lymphatic system. 

'•1 .. 
! 

When such an antigen penetrates across t he membrane of the lymphatic cell the arti. ficial hapten will compete with the precursors of the repressor for those enzymea ' l contained 1n the cytoplasm which lie on the biochemical pathway leading to the formation of the repressor. Accordillgly the antigen will enhance the formation of antibodiea which are capable of specific~ ~ombining with the artificial hapten. 

Up to this point there is a close parallel maintained to the induction of an enzyme in bacteria. by the aubstrate of the enzyme.P but at this point the analogy ends. In bacteria the substrate which combines with an enzyme molecule attached to the en~ forming site protects the attached enzyme molecule from the repressor and thereby enhances the formation of the enzyme, whereas we assume that if the artificial hapten of the antigen combines w1 th an antibody molecule attached to the antibody forming site it does not act as an inducer but rather as a represaor. The antigen molecule may set up a steric . hindrance just as would the repressor molecule itself. 

We shall assume here, for the sake of argument.P that the antibody forming sites are contained wi thin the nucleins of the lymphatic cell and are thus to some extent protected by the nuclear membrane from being too easily reached by the antigen. To the extent as such protection is incomplete and antigen molecules combine specifically w1 th antibody molecules attached to their specll'ic antibody forming si tea 1 the antigen ca.usea immune ps.ralysis. Such immune paralysis may last for a fev weeks after the free antigen has disappeared from the cell. 

The simple model here presented explains the immunological phenomena, apelled out above 1 as follows: 

1. When our antigen is first injected into a rabbit there are two things going on simultaneously. The artifici al hapten of the antigen combines specifically vith certain enzyme molecules contained in the cytoplasm of the cell and · thereby enhances the formation of antibody which is capable of specifically combining vi th the artificial hapten. Whil.e this is going on a certain amount of antigen may penetrate across the nuclear membrane and a certain fraction of the antibody molecules which are attached to the specific antibody forming si tea vill specifically combine with the artificial hapten of the antigen and the antibody 

ll (replacement) 
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forming sites involved will then be prevented from producing antibody. Thus we have at the same time an enhancement of antibody formation accompanied by partial immune paralysis and therefore i-Te obtain a subdued antibody response. 

2. If we wait for a few weeks after the first injection, and inject the same antigen for the second time into the r abbit, the antibodies contained within the nuclear membrane idll protect the antibody forming site from being reached by the antigen. Accordingly on this occasion there will be no or little immune par~lyo1a and we will obtain an almost unrestrained antibody response. 

3. After repeated injections of the antigen there might be stron~ antibody production sustained long after the antigen disappears because the antibody may be expected specifically to combine with the corresponding repressor and thereby to reduce the concentration of the free repressor within the antibody forming cell. 

4. When an antigen is injected into a new~born rabbit which is not yet capable of forming antibodies, the antigen may reach a high concentration within the nuclear membrane and according to the views here presented, immune paralysis will result. Such immune· paralysis may be expected to disappear, several weeks after all free antigen has been eliminated from the antibody f orming cell, because the antigen molecules combined with attached antibody molecules may dissociate off. 

A concrete model of the kind given above leads to experiments Which might in short order either lend strong support to the model or indicate that the model is i.rrong. In the case of the "simple" model outlined above strong support for the model might come from the following type of experiment. A rabbit may be repeatedly injected with natural foreign protein (to which there has not yet been coupled the artificial hapten). Subsequently an antigen consisting of the foreign protein to which is coupled the artificial hapten, is injected in such a "pre-immunized" rabbit and the production of antibody which is capable of specifically combining with the artificial hapten is determined. If it is then found that much more such antibody to the artificial hapten is produced in the pre-immunized rabbit than in the nonpre-immunized control rabbit, this would lend strong support to the simple model given above. At least the experiment ;.rould then indicate that the secondary response is not based on a modification by the antigen of the specif ic antibody forming site. 

An experiment somewhat along these lines was made by Jean Marie Dubert (CR 243-2, p. 1939, 1956) which is difficult to reconcile with the simple mode~ described above. Even though this experiment was made 'With only four rabbits and might also be inadequate for other reasons from the point of view of our purposes, it still represents a warning to caution. It might be that it is too early to attempt to formulate concrete models and to check them one by one. Perhaps we ought to wait w1 th such a procedure lmtil we can say w1 th certainty whether the antigen assists the antibody in foldin~ and whether the antigen may thus determine the tertiary structure of the antibody. 

12 (replacement) 
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I run inclined t o 'bel ieve that r·i ·:~n a some \·lhat greater cooperation among various labor;,_t:)ries 'Jho <:.r e i nterested in these problems and 1fi th a much 
c;r -2 2.ter st ress plo.ced on the use of <1rtificial haptens, the basic mechanism 
of antibody f ormation could be elucidated in the foreseeable future. 

If' it were possible to gather some 15 to 20 of the younger men who have re• cently moved into this field, or who are about to move into it 1 for a leisurely conference lasting for about three weeks, it would be possible to reach a considerable clarification of what experiments would need to be done in order to achieve rapid progress. One would hope tha t at the end of such a conference 
most participants 1vould Jmow just v1ha.t experi:nents they ther:1sel ves would want 
to do and also just how they would have to do these experimeuts in order to be convincing to the others. If something of this sort could be arraneed and per
haps repeated after two years, it is possible that we may gain within five years substantial insight into the mechanisms of antibody formation in mammals. I had occasion to explore whether a proposal to hold such a conference would be 
welcomed by men who would be desirable participants, and it is my intention to arrange for such a conference if it is possible to obtain the required financial support. 

AD (4) 

.~ 

Concerning the basic phenomenon involved i n delayed hypersensitivity and 
tissue compatibility, as well as the role of immune mechenis~s, in delaying or 
preventing the onset of c. malignancy in a m:::8":Un::l, I have so far not been able to 
make appreciable procress. Dr. George Klein, of the Laboratory of Tumor Biology, of the Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, he. s a sked me to visit his laboratory to 
discuss such problems. I propose to spend several weeks there, and, subsequently, 
I mi~ht perh.o.ps be in a better position to appraise the che.nces of obtninin,r; 
aip,nificant results in this field. 

AD (?) 
In the past fei·T years I have tal~en some i uterest in the gene-protein problem and I was particularly interested in estimating the rate at which one enzyme forming site may be capable of producing the corresponding enzyme molecule. I circulated a memorandum on this subject to a small ~oup of interested colleagues 

(including Alexander Rich and Sidney Brenner) for t he purpose of obtaining 
their criticisms of the considerations presented. Because of the unresolved 
difficulty that h~s arisen in connection with the observed great differences in guanin-adenine ratios in the DNA of the different families of micro-organisms, 
I have for the present reached a deadlock in this work and I am not able to 
appraise the chances of its making substantial progress in the foreseeable future. 

R~ther than to engage in speculation, it 2-ppears at this point more advisable to mai\e use of the recent discovery that b~.cillus subtilis is ce.psble of under• 
going transformation. This opens up the possibility to study under very 
favorable conditions transformation where bacillus subtilis is the recipient 
and unrelated families of bacteria which have a different guanin-adenine ratio are the donors. Both transformation and abortive transformation may be studied 
under such circumstances. I assume that work along these lines "Will be pursued 
at a number of places, and I propose to follow such work closely and bide my 
time. 

, I 
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In discussing the phenomenon of mutationj one generally assume8 that this 
phenomenon and its significance for evolution may be appraised on the basis of the 
following tenets : 

"Each gene produces a specific protein, :l.n many cases a protein which has 
specific enzymatic activity. Each gene can mutate to noncompetence 1 which means 
that its producti if any, is devoid of its specifi c enzymatic activity. Eacb gene 
can mutate to incompetence independently of any other gene. A gene which has 
mutated to incompetence can undergo a back mutation to competenceo In a micro
organism there will be in general no selection pressure operating against the 
mutant, incompetenti form of a gene~ if that gene produces an enzyme that is not 
necessary for maximal growth rate under the particular conditions of culture. In 
generalj the mutations of a gene to incompetence are more frequent than the back 
mutations of the incompetent form of the gene to competence." 

Because of the importance of these tenets for the theory of evolution, it · 
would be of some value to test their validity. With the means which are now at 
hand, such a test should at present be possible. 

Let us consider, for example, the enzyme system involved in a synthesis of the 
amino acid tryptophan. If t.he bacterium is grown in a chemostat in the presence of 
tryptophan, mutants which have lost their ability to synthesize tryptophan will not 
be at a selective disadvantage. In the presence of mutagens which increase the 
mutation rate by some large factor without too much killing, it should be possible 
to establish a mutational equilibrium in the chemostat. (We disregard here for the 
sake of argument the possibility that population changeovers may hinder the es
tablishment of the mutational equilibrium.) 

In the mutational equilibrium one may then determine what fraction of the 
bacterial population has retained the capability of growing in the absence of 
tryptophan. Since a large number of enzymes are involved in the synthesis of 
tryptophan, on the basis of the above quoted tenets one would expect the fraction 
of the population capable of growing in the absence of tryptophan to be very small. 

There existt>,. however, a remote possibility that the competent form of gene 
might possess an inherent stability, so that in a mutational equilibrium in the 
absence of selection th~ fraction of the population containing the gene in its com
petent form is substantially larger than one would ~priori assume. 

In the past few years I have discussed this possibility with George Streisinger1 
Sidney Brenner, and Mat Meselson. It would be my intention to arrange for experi
ments to be performed along these lines at some sui table laboratory. 

AD (7) 
I have some interest in the higher functions of the brain but have not so far 

been able to pursue this interest. It is my intention to utilize my contacts with 
the .National Institute of Mental Health to deepen my at present rather rudimentar,y 
knowledge of this field. . I would be particularly interested in setting up experi
ments aimed at finding out something about the structure of memory. 

-:---- ,· ..... ..... .. . 
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Very little is knOim about the nat<.::re of sleep. I do not believe that this 
problem is of very great basic theoretical interest, but I am interested in it 
because of its very greet practical importance. It appears reasonable to believe 
th~t the mechanism which forces us to sleep evolved at a stage of man's develop
ment when during darkness the most useful acti vity that was possible was to sleep. 
Today~ however, if it were feasible to put the mechanism which induces sleep out 
of action, or, alternatively, to keep the mechanism which induces wakefulness in 
operation 24 hours a day, man's useful l i fe co~ld be prolonged by about one-third. 
This is probably the single most important gain in extending active life that might 
be accomplished \d thin the foreseeable future. It 'I.VOuld be my intention to pursue 
this subject further if there opens up an opportunity to do so effectively. 

~ ~ m ~ ~ - ~ e - .- ~ - - - - - - a ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - • 

In order to indicate what kind of persons I would expect to take an interest 
in some of the problems which I would ;dsh to pursue, I am presenting below a list 
of names. To the names of those with whom I had some communication on the subject 
named I have affixed a star. 

Re: The problem of aging. 
He J. MULLER* ~ University of Indiana 
JOSHUA LEDERBERG* - Stanford University 
GEORGE BEADLE ~ C:_difornia Institute of Technology 
KIM ATWOOD* - University of Chicago 

Re: Induzed enzyme formation in micro=organisms. 
AARON NOVICK* o Institute of Molecular Biology, The University of Oregon 
BORIS MAGASANIK* o Cambridge, Mass. 
WERNER MAAS* - Department of Microbiology, New York University Medical School 
MELVIN COHN* - Stanford University 
SIDNEY BRENNER o MR~ Unit for Molecular Biology, Cambridge, England 
BRUCE AMES* = Nm, Bethesda, Maryland 
JACQUES MONO~~ - Pasteur Institute, Paris 
ARTHUR PARDEE* - The Virus Institute, University of California, Berkeley 
FRANCOIS JACOB* = Pasteur Institute, Paris 

. Re: Antibody format ion. 
ED LENNOX* - Department of Microbiology, New York University Medical School 
MELVIN COHN .. Stanford University 
HGwARD GREEN* o Department of Pathology, New York University Medical School 
COLIN MAC LEOD - University of Philadelphia 
HERBERT ANKER* - The University of Chicago 

Re: Inherent stability of competent genes. 
MAT MESEI.SON* o California Institute of Technology 

Re: Delayed hypersensitivity, tissue compatibility, and the tumor problem. 
HILARY KOP.ROVSKI* - The Wistar Institute, Philadelphia 
GEORGE KLEIN* - Laboratory for Tumor Biology, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm 
JIM WATSON - Harvard, Cambridge, Mass. 

Re: Higher functions of the brain and the problem of sleep. 
ROBERT B. LIVINGSTON* - The National Institutes of Health 

15 l:~e>~·~mwz b) 
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Re: Killing and mutc:.genic e f fect of ionizing re.diation on mamna.l ian cells. 

MORTIMER ELKIND* - NIH, Bethesda, Maryl<'::,;_ 
KIM ATWOOD - The University of Chic~~o 
RENATO DULBECCO - C.-lifornie. Institute 0;_ ~- e :::hnoloe..f 

Re: The gene-protein problem. 
MAUREY FOX* - The Rockefeller Institute, Ne~ York 
F. H. C. CRICK* - MRC Unit for Molecular Biology, Cambridge 1 England 
ALEXANDER RICH* - MIT, Cambridge, Mass. 

In the follo~ing I list a number of institutions where conditions might be 
favorable for the experimental pursuit of some of the problems 1n ~hich I am 
interested: 

The Institute of Molecular Biology 1 The University of Oregon 1 Eugene 1 Ore. 
(Director - Aaron Novick) 

The National Institute of Mental Health, Bethesda, Md. (Scientific Director -
Robert B. Livingston) 

The Department of Microbiology, Ne~ York University Medical School, New York 
City (Head of Department - Bernard Horecl~er) 

The Wistar Institute, Philadelphia (Director - Hilary Koprovsld) 

The California Institute of Technology{ Pasadena, Calif. (Heads of Divisions -
George Beadle and Linus Pauling) 

The Laboratory for Tumor Biology, Karolinska Institute, Stoclmol.m (Director -
George Klein) · 

MRC Unit for Molecular Biology 1 Cavendish Laboratory 1 Cambridge 1 England 
(Director - N. F. Mott) 

The Pasteur Instit~te, Paris (Heads of Divisions - Jacques Monod and Andree 
LvTOff) 

The Department of Pathology, New York University Medical School, New York 
City (Head of Department - Stetson) 

Stanford University (Departments of Joshua Lederberg and Arthur Kornberg) 

The Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Knoxville, Tenn. (Director -Alvin Weinberg:· 

I 
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A model for the control of the rate of production of r epre ssible 

enzymes has beon devolonod nnd this model ia ce 3cribod i n detail in 

"The Control of the Formation of Specific Proteins in Dacter~a. and in 

Animal Cells", r roco eding s of tho National Academy of Sciences, Volume 46 
p.277 (f"arch) 1960. Th:1.s Model a ssumes that in bacteria the r epressor 

contJ>ols tho rate of forr.1ation 0f t he enzyme by the enzyme forming site, 

rather t han the rate of formati on of the enzyme formlnp; site itself. 

Experiments which arc at nrosent beinQ' conducted in a n-,.u:1ber of differ.cnt 

laboratorios, with ~mich thB author maintains contact, might e l ucidate, 

within a yoA.r, whether this "premise 11 is correct. 

The above-quoted paper o.J.so a ssum"' S that the r e. ress0r can attach 

itself to the enzyme and it is shown t hat a cc ordingly the cell rr.ight have 

two stable states, a state in 1'-lhich the enzyme l ov·e l i.s h:l r b nnc1 a state 

in which the enzyme leve l is lm-r. The vali dity of th:i.s assumption doos 

not depend on th e F..bove - ment ioned "premisEl" and the ass 1mpt ion mir,ht 

provide the k ey to the una ers t anc i ng 0f a c e:~:·ta in type 0f c ~ ff "' !"ent iati on, 

discussed in the paper . 

A second par-er 11The Holecular Bash· of Anti bo dy For-:nati on", 'roceodings 

of the Nationnl A.cad emy nf Sciences, Volume h6 , p . 293 (Harch) 1960 

discussc3 tho poss ~t b1.lity that antlbo r1y formati 0n - in the nrimary response 

is based on this t ype nf differen tiation, triegered by the inje ction of 

an antigen into the rabbit. This theory can account f nr a nu~ber of 

phen omena listed in the ~arer, including the phen 0menon of immune t olerance 

of the new-born rabbit. The explan ation of im~r.un c t0 J -:-;:- \3.'1 c e i s , how e ver, 

again based on the "premisen that t he r epress or con trols the r ate at which 

the pr otein - in thts case the antibony - is formed by the specific prote in 

formtne site. If future experiments should sbot-: that thls " prcrnise n is 
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't<Irong, then the theory of im·nuno t0l er£"~nce vTOul c have to be modified and 

it is not as yet clear whether a satisfactory modification of the theory 

would bo possible, in that contingency. 

A thoo:::--y for the acpendenoo of the sex ratio at birth on the ago or 

the father has been presented in "Dependence of the Sox Ratio at Birth 

on the Age of the Father", Nature , Volume 186 pp.6Lt9-6 50, (Hay) 1960, 

which is baaed on a theory of ageing previously presented by the author 

(Proo. Nat . Acad. Sc . ~,32 . 1959). The theory accounts for the decrease 

in tho ratio nf boys to girls, with increasing age of the father, on the 

ground that a spermatogonium in which the X-chromosome suffers an "ageing 

hit" may not continue to give rise to sperm, whereas a spermatogonium 

in which the Y-chromosome suffers an "ageing hit" may continue to give 

rise to sperm. 

The End 
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(1) An experimental method has been devised and a theory of 
t he e x pe r iment developed which s hould make it possi le to determine 
the do s e o f radiat i o n which would raise th ~ mutat ion rat e to twl c e 
the value of the s po n taneo us mutation rate . T he method co·1sists 
in exposln3 a poJulation of mlce to lo1 izing radiatio n and subse 
quently de t erminin~ , among t he first ceneration of - s p ring , t he 
p roport J.on of females whose off - spring s hows an abnormal sex ratio . 
T he method is described in a paper dated Ma rc h 10 , 19C1 "Inductio n 
o f Mutation s in fVlamma ls by I onizing Radiation" , which is being 
privately c i rc ulated to t hose int ere sted in this type of pro blem . 

(2) I n my paper ( Proc . Nat . Acad . Sc i . LJ.6 , 293 , 1960 ) , I 
po stuhted a s imple bio c hemical me c hanism upon which the 11n e mor y " 
may be ba s ed which manifest s itself in the s e co ndary antibody 
res po n s e ... Herbert Anker suge;e sted in a 11 Le t ter 11 to irature that 
memory i n the central nervous system might perhaps be based on the 
same bioc'1emical !llec hani s m. A set of ,PO St ulates has been formulated 
which woLld have to hold if this particular memor y me c ha-i s m 
accounts fo r t he phe norre t;"la of me mory that manifest themselv e s in 
the c ent a l ne rvous system. 

I P----v?' ;,'P 



It is proposed to develo p 1. urthcr t '1e theory o:, c zyi.1e repress i on , 
presented in Proc . Nat . Acad . Sci . 46 , 277, 1960 and the re J.· ted theory 
on ant1body fo r matLon , prese nted in Proc . lu.t . fl.c ac.1 . Scl . Liu, 293 , 1960 . 
Rece nt experimental evidence leads to the a s s 1...m Jt lor. t 112 t Ll ta c ter1a 
messe· ge r RNA molecules , rather than the ribosomes carry the lnformatlon 
for the specific proteins which are formed. Since tho repressors cannot 
c hemicalJ.y r ecognize the specif ic messenger RNA mole c ules , th1s ra i ses 
t he question of how t he r epres s ors can control the r u.te o 1.0rmation of 
t he mes senger RNA molecules . The possibility that the repressors exer
c 1s e suctl a c ont r o l i ndir ectly , so t o speak , thro ugh a negative feed 
bac k me c hani sm, wi ll be examined. Further , i t will be examined to wha t 
extent t he co ncept of t he messenger RNA , and the control of its rate 
of f ormat ion t hro ugh a nega t ive feedba c k me c hanism m1ght permit u. n 
expla na t i on of i mmune to le r ance in the new - bor n rabb::'L t , which is radi 
ca l l y d iffere nt f rom t he explanat 1on given in my pape r cuo ted above . 



/--........ ) 

( It is proposed t o develop further a theory on enzyme 
r ep ression, presented i!l Proc. Nat . Acad. Sci. !J6 , 277, 1960 and 
a r e lated t he ory on antibo dy fo rmation , pr e sented in Proc . Nat . Acad . 
Sci. ~6, 293, 1960. In the ir p resent form both of these theories 
are based on the "premise" that the r epress or contr o ls the r a te at 
which the protein forming s ite forms a s pecific protein, r ather than 
the ~r'n t e at Hh _i_ch t his sitc· jtt::elf is f n r med . 'Tbe theory on antibody 
formation is based on the p ostulate that t he re press or is capable of 
combining 1.;i th t h e specific antibody and it exp l ains on the basis of 
t h is postulate - which is independent of the above - mentioned " p r C::mise 11 -

th~1 )roduction of antibody in the pri mary res ponse. Tbe theory l e ans 7 

hoHever, on this 11 pr e mise" for the explanation of immune t o lerance in 
the new-born rabbit. It is prop osed to e valuate ex;')e riments Hhich 
are in progress (in a number of different laboratories ) in order to 
determine if the above-mentioned "premise" may have to be abandoned. 
With this possibility in mind 7 conceivable alternat i v e explanations 
of immune tolerance will be explored. 

-----
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INDUCTION OF NIUTATIONS HJ BY IONIZING RADIATION 

The 

by 

/ eo Szilard 

nrico Fermi Institute 
for Nuclear Studies 

e University of Chicago 
Chicago 37 1 Illinois 

Our purp se here is to describe a project aimed at deter-

mining the rna itude of the mutagenic effect of ionizing radiation 

in mammals, uch as mice. For the purposes of this project, we 

Must distinguish between mutations which have been inherited by 

a given generation of a population, and mutations which have been 

acquired by that generationo The acquired mutations may have 

spontaneously arisen in the animal during its embryonic develop-

ment or after oir.th, and ~hey may have been induced by exposing 

the animal to ionizing radiation, either during its embryonic 

development or after birtho 

The proposed project is limited to the study of recessive 

lethal mutations which are carried by an X chromosome, i.e., it 

is limited to the so-called sex linked rece ssive l ethals. 

Both the acquired and the inhe rited s e x linked recessive 

lcthals should manifest themselves in a r e duction of the proper-

tion of males in the brood, at birth. This effect may be 

e xpected, however, to be very small, Thus, for example, if 
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~% of the X chromosomes in the ova carry an inherited or acquired 

s0x linked recessive lethal, then tho proportion of the males in 

tlwir brood would thereby b e reduced only by- 1 ~0~ Rather than 

to rely on this effect, we shall adopt a method of study which 

appears to be more promising. Our method can provide us with 

relj_able information concerning the abundance of the sox linked 

~ecessive lethals that have been inherited by the female popula-

ti ono This may be seen as follows: 

Let us consider a population of 10,000 female mice and 

assume, for the sake of argument, that a small proportion of these 

females, say 1%, have inherited a sex linked r e c essive lethal. 

In a sample of 10,000 female mice there would, then) be about 
I 

100 females who have inherited a sex linked recessive lethal. 

A female mouse which has inherited a sex linked recessive 

le thal will, on the ave!'age, have 33 oales in a brood of 100. 

Accordingly, we should expect to find in our sample of 10,000 

females, about 50 females who have 33, or less than 33, males in 

a brood of 100. 

The rest of the female mice which have not inherited a 

s~x linked recessive lethal will, on the average, have 50 males 

i n a brood of lOOa In our sample of 10,000 females, there will 

bo about 9,900 females who have not inherited a sex linked 

recessive lethal and, on the basis of si~ple statistical 
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considerations, we should expect to find among th~m about 7 fc~al0s 

who have 33, or loss than 33, nales in a brood of 100. 

If w~ have a sufficiently large sample of female Gice 

availabl e, we may determine what proportion of these mice have 

j.nherited a s e x linked recessive lethal, by proceeding as follows: 

We breed each female mouse until its brood totals 100. Th8 

sex of e ach now born mouse is determined and, with the exc~ptions 

stated below, that mouse is then killed. 

In each case when we find that a female has a low propor

tion of males in its brood, we may suspect that an inherited sex 

linke d recessive lethal is responsible. In order to determine 

whether this is, in fact, the case, we preserve 5 or 6 females 

cut of the last litter and ~ach of these we breed until it has a 

brood of 100. If any one of these 5 or 6 females has a low pro

portion of males in its brood, then this would confirm that an 

i nherited sex linked recessive lethal was, in fact, responsible. 

Mutation Rate and the Inherited Load of Mutations 

We may study the spontane ous mutations which result in s e x 

l inked recessive lethals by applying to a natural mouse population 

our metho ~ of counting the number of females who have inherited 

a sex linked recessive lethal. A sample of 10,000 females should 

be sufficient for this purposeo 
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By counting the fecales who have inherited a sex linked 

recessive lethal we determine the inherited load of sex linked 

r e cessive lethal mutations. There exists a simple relationship 

b e tween this load and the rate per generation at which an X 

chromosome acquires a recessive lethal through spontaneous 

mutation. 

Let us designate with ~ - the probability that such a 
/?7 

~utation should occur in one generation during the passage of an 

X chromosome through the male, and designate with ~f the 

probability that it should occur in one generation during the 

passage of an X chromosome through the females Since a male who 

had inherited an X chromosome carrying a recessive lethal would 

not b e viable, the probability that an X chromosome in the spe rm 

o :f the adult male of average age carries a recessive lethal is 

gi v o n by )1.
711 

n If !:.. designates the probability that a femal e 1 

born to adult parents of average age, inherits a sex linked rec e s-

sive lethal, then the probability that an ovum of an adult femal e 

o f average age contains an X chromosome which carries a recessive 

l Gtha l is given by . E _T:i_*·"t-- ~ 

It follows that if we mate an adult female of average age 

with an adult male of average age, we may write for 
, 

the ¢ , 
probability that a female offspring will inherit a sex linked 

Te c c ssive lethal, 
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or 

~nd t h is may also be written in the form 

Thus, in the case of sex linked recessive lethals, the r e 

8Xists a simple relationship between the inherited load of muta-

tions and the rate per generation at which such mutations arise o 

We have such a clear relationship between the inherite d 

load of recessive lethal mutations and the rate per generation 

8.t which such mutations arise only for the class of the s e x linke d 

r e cess ive l ethalso Once we go outside of this class we cannot 

de rive such a relationship because, outside of this class, it is 

not k nown how long the recessive lethal mutations persist. 

R~ di a tion Induced Mutations 

We now turn to the induction of sex linked recessive l e thal 

mutations by ionizing radiationo Let us first consider, f o r the 

s ake o f argur.1ent 1 an e xperi.ment i n which we start out with a 

natural population of 10 1 000 females and an e qual number of ma l es . 

l.et us e xpose the females to a c e rtain X-ray dose d ~, and design a te 
r 

wi t h Xf t h e probability t hat an X chromosome contained in an 

o v um carries a radiation-induced recessive lethal mutationc 

Si milarly, let us expose the males to a certain, either equal or 
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diff e rent, X-ray dose J hl'l and let us designate by X '»l the 

probability that an X chro~osome contained in a spermatozoa 

carries a radi ation-induced recessive lethal. 

Let us now mate adult females of an average age with 

· adult males of an average age and keep one female from the first 

litter o-f:==each=:fenral:e-, while the rest of tlle brood is killedo 

~e would thus end up with 10,000 female mice in the second genera-

tion. The probability that a female mouse of this second genera-

tion has inherited a sex linked recessive lethal is then given by 

P, :: .X YVI -r .x.-f -+- E 
Th!~ number fJ can be experimentally determined by breeding each 

female ·until it has a brood of 100 and determining the proportion 

of the males ! in the brood of each mouse in the manner described 

a hove . 

If E has been determined for a natural mouse populatioi1. ~ 

then f j will now determine (x ~"Yl ,... xf)· This sum is the probabtlity 

that exposure of the mouse population to ionizing radiation pro-

duces a sex linked recessive lethal mutation in an X chromosome 
#....:._ 

which will be passed on toAoffspringo 

The same res~lt courd· be obtained at lesser cost if we 

si;art out in the first generation with a sma ller sample of a 

natural population, say 1,000 females and 1 1 000 maleso After 

e xposure of the male and female population, we mate adult females 
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of average ago with adult males of average age and obtain one or 

two litters from each femaleo From the litters of each female 

we keep 10 females and kill the rest of the broodo In this 

manne r we end up with lOqOOO female mice in the second generation~ 

Each of these second generation females we now breed until it has 

a brood of 100 and, we pick out the females who have a low propor-

tion of males in their broodo This permits us to determine, in 

the manner described above, which of the females of the second 

generation have inherited a sex linked recessive lethalc 

Because we are using here a small sample of females in the 

fi rst generati on, the spontaneous sex linked lethals inherited 

b y these females would introduce a sampling error into our result. 

I n order to avoid such a sa'mpling error, we eliminate from the 

t abulation of our data any second generation female who has 

inherited a sex linked recessive lethal, if any of her 9 sisters 

have also inherited a recessive sex linked lethal~ The remaining 

female s of the second generation who have inherited a sex linked 

recessive lethal (and whose sisters have not) must have inherited 

a sex linked recessive lethal which either has spontaneously 

arisen in one of her parents or was induced in one of her parents 

by the exposure to the ionizing radiationo Therefore, the 

probability that a female mouse retained in the tabulation of our 

data has inherited a sex linked recessive lethal is given by 

·- X -+-· rr, 
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for which we may also write 

* *· * * * * 

Let us, now, assume that we expose both the male and 

f emale population to the same dose of ionizing radiation, do 

We nay then experimentally determine by the methods described above 

the dose d = D, for which we have 

This dose, D, would induce ,as many sex linked recessive lethal 

mutations as would spontaneously arise in one generation and we 

may, therefore, refer to it as the "doubling doseo" 

The same dose, D, would also induce as many recessive 

l e thal mutations carried by some other chromosome than the X 

chromosome as would spontaneously arise in one generation on that 

other chromosomeo It follows that if a population were exposed, 

ge neration after generation, to the doubling dose, D, in the 

mutational equilibrium, which would be gradually approached;. 

the load of inherited mutations would be twice as great as the 

load of inherited spontaneous mutations. If we know how big the 
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doubling dose is, we may then assess the generic damage suffered 

by a population which, generation after generation~ is exposed to 

some uose d of ionizing radiationo 

Naturally, our primary interest would be to find the 

doubling dose, D, not for mice, but for man. The question in 
' what manner one might attempt to deduce the doubli~g dose for man 

from experimental re~ults obtained with mice goes beyond the 

scope of this presentationo 

r-

\. / ~ / ' 
I' /l "'' /(_ t f., "' 

r wrote this pape while serving as Con~ultant to 
th0 Basic search Program, Na ional Institute of M ntal Health, 
National Ins itutes of Health, .S.Public Health Ser ice, Dept 0 af 
Eea l th , Educa ·on, and Welfareo 

March 10, 1%1 
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21st August, 1963 

Divisio~ of Researc~ Grants 
National Institutes of Eealth 
Bethesda 14 , Maryland 

Gentlemen: 

Attached is an application for continued su~port of 
research gr ant , GM-06 876 - 0 4 . 

The papers list ed below are at presen t privately 
circulated among scientists who may be aesumed to be interested, 
as a result of work done under this crant . Ten multigraphed 
copies of each paper are enclosed with t~is application . 

Papers 

Sin cerely yours 

L~· o Szilard 

" Cn the Occasior. il l :Domi~ <:>..r:ce of the ' Perceptible 
Phenotype ' in M2.::. ", dP. ted JulJ' 12, 196 3. 

"The Aging Proc e ss and the 'C onpet i tive Strength ' 
of Spermatozoa", c'Lated July 2~) , 1963 • 
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Submit with completed Application to: Division of Research Grants, .National Institutes of Health, Bethesda 14, Md. 
TITLE OF PROJECT: 

QU~"'TIT.ATIVE STUDIES OF GEitE.R riL BIOLOGICJl.L l'.fu!::;o~:r:rr.A 

Give names, departments, and official titles of PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS or PROJECT DIRECTORS and ALL OTHER PROFESSIONAl, PERSONNEL enaaa:ed on the project, Inelude day-month-year of birth of principal inveatl&atora, 

Principle investigator: Leo Szil ard, Professor of Di o~hysica in the 
~Juico :F'crmi Ins ti t utc for Nuclear ~ tudies a t the Uni vcrsi t:r of 
Chicago. Born February 11th, 1898. No other professional personnel 
is engaged on the proj ect. 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF APPLICANT INSTITUTION : .r-,. c Unl.ver.Jlty o..i CIJi\.!~00 
5D01 S. ~llia Avenue 
Chicago 3'{ 1 llinoi c 

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED WORK - (200 words or lese - Omit Confidential data .) 

In the Science Information Exchange summaries of work in progress are exchanged with government and privat e aRenc ies supporting research in the bio-eclence• and are forwarded to 1nveatigatora who request such informotion. Your summary ia to be used for theae purpoaea. 

In a popul a tion, like for inot8.1lce the population of the 
TJni ted St a t es, Vi i thin one cohort, the ages at death h · .. ve a conoid(-rable 
scatterinG around the r:wdi o.n va lue. The curve which Gives f or a cohort 
the number of de a ths per year, a s a function of the age, re sembles a 
Gausni an t:i th a st ;md ard devio.tion of about 10 years . Sooe of the 
sc a tterinG of the ages at death is likely to be due to the Geneti c 
differences botvreeu the individuals Hho nake up the popul o.tion and the 
remainder of the sca ttering must be attributed to non-gen~tic c au~es . 

It is pro posed to develop a method tha t would pc~c it us to 
determine hon much of the observed scattering of the ::..;;c..; at dea th 
is due to the genetic differences between i nd ividunlc, i . e . t o 
determine what the mean deviation of the curve, giving t• c number of 
deaths per year as a function of the age for a col ort, •'loul d be if 
there were no scatt ering of the ages a t death, other than tha t \'thich 
is due to genetic causes. 
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(REV. 2-62) 
Name of Principal Investi5ator Szilard, Leo 
Current Grant No. Gl:vl-06876-04 
Current Grant Period /1/63 - 12/31/63 r • 

I. ESTIMATED CURRENT YEAR LEVEL OF EXPENDITURES: 

The following table has been developed to help you ln arriving at figures to be inserted in Column 3 of the detailed budget page . Please return this work sheet with your completed application for continuation su?port. 

Lget 
Actual Estimated Additional TOTAL ESTll·iATE FOR Obligations li.Xptmdi tu·res through ENTIRE CURRENT YEAR through · remainder of current (En ales for Column Categories 30 June 1963 grant perlod, 3 of Budget Page (insert dflte) I shm-m by "x'') , Personnel $ 6 lLJ..9 .04 $ 6,9~:§b $ 13 094.00 X 

.L • 

2 . Hovnble Equipment -
X ') Consumable SuEElies 
X 

..J. 

IJ. Travel I l. 740.16) l.200.00 6,i77 .04 X 
C! · 
5. Other expenses on 1,436.88) 

16_~ 
which indirect costs 
are alloHed 68 .10 1.00 .00 6. Sub-total g l94.18 10 244.96 19 6l9 .l4 -7. Indirect Cost Allowance 1 )j.()q .l ~ l '3Jo .:z4 2,945.87 -8. Other expenses on 
which indirect costs 
a'):'e not allovJed ' -0- -0- -0 - X 9. TOTAL ESTIHATE $l0,8o3-3l $11, {81. ]0 $22,585.0;1. -

. :II. ESTIHATED UNOBLIGATED B.ALANCE AT TERHINATION OF CURJZENT GH.ANT YEAR : 

. 1. Total funds available in current graot for the entire year (include funds that were permitted to be carried over from prior year granc, if any) .•. , ............................•.•. , •... . ............... , •• $ 32 , 670 .00 2. Less total estimated expenditures under current grant (from line I.9., above) •................................. · .. .. ................. -22,585.01 3. Estimated free balance at termination of current grant (1 minus 2) $ lOz054.99 
III. PL.ti.J.\l'NED USE OF l..NTICIPATED FREE B Al~ lll\!CE DURING COMIHG GRANT YEAR: (Pub lie Health Service research grant policy permits any unspent funds UP TO $5,000 OR ONE l-W..F OF THE CONTINUATION GRANT, \vhichever is smaller, to carry forward to the continuation grant account and remain available for use during the continuation grant year. Explain belov1 your planned use of the estimated free balance shown in item II. 3.) I anticipate to use the free balance Quring the coming grant year for secretarial services, communications, and travel.expenses. 

The increased office anQ secretarial expenses, as well as the increased travel expenses , are anticipated because, in purs l ....... nce of wor~ relating to population genetics and vital statistics which I am about to begin (rr~nuscript in preparation), I expect to ~~ve to step up communications with a number of Qiffcrent institutions, who are engaged in similar work. · 

(continue QU reverse if more space is needed) .. 
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4. TRAVEL 

I plan to make two tripe to Europe. 

Grant Number 
GH-06876-05 

On one of these tr.l:ps to Eu.ro:pe I plan to visit one of the three 
institutes listed belo~: 

(a) Tha World Health Orge.nization, G~~va., &Ritzcrl::md 

(b) The Institute of Gene tics (Cavalli Sforza ) o.t the Univcroity 
of Pavia, Italy. 

{c) The Natione.l Institute for l.edice.l. Research (? tcr B. ~dawar) , 
Mill Hill, I.ondon1 England. 

_ Work on population g~ne ics \rhich I am pl.z:..nning t.o perform will mal~e it 
necessary for me to vioi t o~ out of -'~ccc t hree pkcc.:l in Euro:pe 1 in order 
to assemble data in vital atetiotics which are difficult t o obtain in the 
United States. 

On the other trip to Euxop ..... 1 ! ... la.n t o vis1 t ~~ !no-;;.i tute of Anioa.l 
Genetics (C. H. tls..cld.ii'..{f~;on), o.t. the niveraity of Edin..,ur§l, ::ngl.rmd. The 
purpose of this trip is t o disc uss c.!ld if possible to m::l.!te arrc.nse:::.:mts 
for the inaemination of :femle c.nimg,J s with mixtures o o:pcrmt.o:z.oa derived 
from two different mal.es . 

During the coming grant year I a l so plan to m:ll:o "~h..~e t rips from tt.e 
East cOGSt to tbi Salk Institute for Biological Studies a;i; La Jolla, California. 

PHS-398 (REV. 1-621 Page a .A. 
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ON THE CCCI..SIONAL DCi~(lli.A J'C.E F 'JliE 11 PERGEP'l'IBLE PHENOTYPE" IN MAli* 

by 

l" 10 Szilard 
The Uni '7e~sity of Cldc .go 

People gene~-a.lly oelieve, o t~·.a basis of n--el'}'-d.ay experience, that sons 

and (i_aughters fraqt'.e71ily Tesemble o.1e, or the oi..l"er~ of the paTantso FrequenGly, 
'',;,.,.:11< --L, i __ :.,;7::;J 

people remarlc that r, boy or a gil: 1 is the .~i£ :;n:;o; dl"tha father or the 

mothero It is b;y· ·,o means self-e ident~ however; how such :3triking ?esemblcnces 

might eOIIle a'...out. .as frequently a:: people, -·ight-Jr o ·n•ongly: believe that they 

doo 

It is, of cotu:'se, conc:ei·va.ble that people might, be t\lTong and su.ch stril;.i!\..g 

resel.tblancas r.ight be muuh less freq'.Jent than they belit:lnre them to beo In the 

e.irc~.lffistanc ; , a va~id dete:~:minatlon of just hot• of·~en a boy or a gi?l shons a 

tr..arked res · ,blance· ';o one of t.he parents 'i'muld appear to be veey desirable ~.t 

this point and I intend to describe elsetmere a method that would permit thi.s to 

be a.ccOOl}' iahec.lo 

In iihe meantime I propose to assume the validi·&y of the gene::ra~ly held 

belie! that a marked l~esembla.nce of a. child to one of the paren'&s is rather 

fre • ent. I shall "lso assume that a Teally striking resembl~nce bet,ween 

Ull): :latsd individtta:.a is extrGlllel;r :i .. u.re; in my vuole life I have eome across ., 
,,,; ...... :t~< · ~/ , · -A-J'~ 

on·y one or two cases 1-vhere a ·ooy m~ a girl ;;;.ppeared to be t.he l:si>li !s 'f.:S:~);( of 

a :ll'Leone whom I knew and to whom i:#hey were not rel· tedo 

The 1-lSY a pe:t:~son looks, :mt)ves~ and the qu&li .... y of his voice'~> make up mcst 

of ~:rhat may be called the 11perceptible phenot;ype 11 of ths individuaL Becaus~ of 

the very great variE:t.y of perceptible phenotypes ir1it.hi...t s popuJ..&.tionp it se:ans 

rea.sonabla to assnmo th&t the pe:t,cepi.•ible phenoty e is determined by a fairl:r 

large number of gen0So In orde:r to be able to e~{ l~in a high f~equency for 

g.~rl or boy to appe .. r 'Go be the splU iw..ag(, of th8 fat! . .:.r or th mot.her 1~e s:d 11 

* This work was per ormed undel" a :resea"rch grant of the Natio!l..al Institutes 
of Bealth 



first of all a"·sume that all J"he relevant genes fom a single li.nkage group 
which wa shall designate as the "PP {perceptible phenoliype) linkage groupn .. 
T".ais assumption wou:d appear to be a necessary condition for a high frequency 
of marked resemblance~ between a ·~hild and one of· the :t:larentsa It cannot by 

i'i,.self explain, however, l..rhy such resemblances shouJd occur with a high frequency, 
bocause each indivif~ual carrien tHo homologous copie3 of the PP genes. one copy 
inherited from the father and one copy inherited from the mother and one would 
expect the praserwe of tt-Io different PP groups to blur any !"esemblance of an 
individual to ei'.:.her of its pare11tso 

In order to explain a striking rese.::nblance of an individual to one of i'.:.a 

parents, one 110uld have to post.ulate that the PP group of genes, derived frort 

that parent, has somehow ncquired dominance over the PP group inherited from the 
other paren~~ Thus the question arises whether it may be possible to think of 
a plausible mechanism ~1hich covJ.d account for the occasional dominance of the 
perceptible phenotypso 

ll.! are led to postulate a particular mechQni.sm t-;rhich could account for this 
phen·Jr•1enon on t.he basis of the follmdng considerations: 

It appears to b3 well established that in many of the somatic cells of the 
;:'emale only one of' the two X-chromosomee is fur.etional &nd the other X-ehramos001e 
undergoes heterochroma.tinisat>ion, becomes heteropycnotic, and fonns the so-cc;..lled 
sex-chromatin bo~o It appears that this heterochranatirdsation is induced in a 
large part of one of the X-chro:nosomes of the somatic cells at a.n early embryonic 
stage. Gene?ally spoakil'l..g, t.he t-wo X-el'l..romosomes of a. female ha:~re an equal 
probability to m1de~JO heterochromatinisation in her sanatic cellap but once one 
of' the I=chromosomes has undergone heteroch:eomatini&o:ttion in a somat"i c cell, then 
tht3reafter that. chrOI\!osome w1.11 .fo::rm the sErA-chro:nu>!.tin body in all o.f the 
de6cendants of that somatic cello 1' 2~3 

Recently, however, there hAve been found exceptions to this gene~ TU!eo4 
In. the cases of two female patiGnts, each of tlaom carried an X-c!u'omosome t>Ihich 

waa st~acturally abnormal, it was found that in all the somatic cells of the 
pat.ien·i; this abnormal X-chromosome was consistently heteropycnotic and le.te 
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replicating, In these t ro cases one might choose to aa:y that the X-chromosome 

which had the abnomal structure happened to be "weaker" than the other, normeJ., 

!-chromosome, and that the normal X-chramoa01-ne astabliS'lad ita dCillinance by 

suppressing the abnonmal X-chramosom o 

These two examples sh that, at least in lihe case of the I-chrooosome, 

there is lmmm to exist a mechanisrd which mq occasionally permit one of two 

homologous chromosomes to establish its dominance by rendering the other 

chromosome non~functionalo 

The PP linkage group of genes cannot be assumed to be located on th 

X-chrOlllosome, because if it were so located, then boys would alweys shcrw a 

striking resemblance to their ~other and never to their fathero Therefore we 

must assume that the PP group ia located on one of the au~osomea which we ~ 

designate as the PP-autoscme. In ordC!lr to explain the occasional dominance of 

the perceptible phenotype of the £ather or of the mother, we propose to postulate 

that each PP linkage group of genes possesses a cer'c;ain "strength". We further 

postulate that if' the PP linkag group of genes t-Jhich an ind:i.vidual inherits fran, 

say, the father has a much greater "strength" than the homologous group of genes 

vhich that individual inherits from its mother, then during early embryonal 

development the stronger PP linkage group suppresses the ueaker one (in the same 

manner as the normal !-chromosome appea?e to have suppressed the abnormal 

X-chrcmosome in the case of the t.~o~·!.~m~~~t~~ad above) and~ accordingly, 

this indivia'ual. would then be the L:: ~ ? oi:lt.s fathero 

The mechanism described above might have evolved because of the evolutionary 

advantage that would ba possessed by a population in which the dominance of the 

perceptible phenotype is a frequent occurrence, over a population in which it 

is noto 

In Man there anpears to be a strong "aesthetic selection" at work in the 

choice of the mate which is guided by the perceptible phenotype. If there were 

no correlation, or only ver,y w~~k correlation, between the perceptible phenotYJe 

and the genotype of the individual, then such an aesthetic selection could not 

make aey constructive cont.ribut.ion, either to the development of new evolutionary 



traits, or even to the provention of deterioration of the genotype whieh ~ 

result £ran spontaneous mntationst> 

If the dominance of the perceptible phenotype is sufficiently frequent, 

then there is a strong correlation between the perceptible phenotype and the 

genotype of the indivic'i·J.al and because the aesthetie selection may be assumed 

to be a very powerful •me, PP-autosomas, ~rhich may haYe undergone major changes 

through spontaneous mr.tations, could spread rapidly- through the whole inter

breeding population uhen this autosane undergoes a further mutation resulting 

in an aesthetically attractive perceptible phenotypeo 

There is one ·;ype of conspieuous "exception" which gives the appearance 

of contradicting .. .ihe general scheme of things~ described above, and which 

represents a pa:r.adox that needs to be resolvedo 

This excerJtion is exemplified by the colour of the ey&o In contemporary 

populations u-3 find both dark eyed and blue eyed individuals, "blue eyes" being 

recessive ard. "dark eyes" being daminanto The eye colour is determined by a 

single gen~ locus which has a conspicuous effeet on ·the perceptible phenotype of 

the indilldual and which must consequently also affect the "aesthetic selection" 

in the .:hoice of the mato.o Yet,. this gene loeus c&k'1not be part of the PP linkage 

of ger.~.es, othe:rwise 11dark eyes" could }'lardly be always dominanto 

This paradox may be resolved as follows: In early prehistoric times 

d:l..:'ferent populations, living in geographically adjacent areas# lived in 

r.omparative isolation from each othero Leit us now s.sswae that such a population 

was homo~ygous for "blue eyes" while another population, living in an adjacent 

area_, was homozygous for "dark eyes". Let us further assume, that at sane point 

in time cross-breeding between these two, previously isolated, populations has 

occurred and has led to a mixed population which was heterozygous for eye colouro 

Because aesthetic selection for 11blue eyes" or "dark eyes" may be assumed 'c;o be 

exceedingly mpid, the period of time which it would have taken for the mixed 

population to become homozygous either for "blue eyss" or for "dark eyes" may be 

assumed to have been so short as to be negligible, from an evolutionary point of 

view.. After a short; transitio11..al period of time, the mixed popula.tio~_ would have 



bec(lUe homozygous fozo eye r:olour and thereafter t:.esthriltic selection ~ould have 

again been solely guided l:y the PP linkage group of genaao 

The contemporary popilations, which include both blue eyed and dark eyed 

indi:vidttals have resulto.i from crosEJ-breedings t-rhich have taken place comparatively 

recently - as the consrquenee of the high mobility of populations, newly acquired. 

in historlc, and late p:•ehis·toric, t:L-uea., 

Until I saw a way •lf resolving the above described paradox it has fomed 

for me a mental block, rmich kept me from finding aqy plausible explanation for 

the occasional doodna.n ~e of the pe.rceptible phenotype., 

1. Malvin. M.Grumbaeh and Ald.ra I~o:dshima,. Acta Cytol. ~~ p. 46; 1962 

2 .. Jacobs, P.,A. et al.. Lancet, !, p .. ll83; 1961 

Jo ·Jacobs, P .. A. et BJ.., Lancet, !, Po 1212; 1962 

4o Melvin M. Gl"l1!nbach, Akin Morishima and J. Herbert Taylor. 
Proe. Nat. Acad. Sea ~~ PP• 581-592 (~~y) 1963 
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ON THE OCCASIONAL DOMI NANCE OF THE "PERCEPTIBLE PHENOTYPE" IN MAN* 

by 

Leo Szilard 
The Sal k Inst i tute for Biological Studies 

La Jolla, Californi a 

People generally believe , on the basis of everyday experience, that sons and 

daughters frequent ly resemble one, or the other, of the parents . Frequently, people 

remar k that a boy or a girl is the "spitting image" of the father or the mother . It 

is by no means sel f-evident, however, how such striking resemblances might come about 

as frequently as people, rightly or wrongly, believe that they do . 

It is, of course, conceivable that people might be wrong and such striking 

resemblances mi ght be much less frequent than they believe them to be. In the 

circumstances, a valid determination of just how often a boy or a girl shows a marked 

resemblance to one of t he parents would appear to be very desirable at this point and 

I intend t o describe elsewhere a method that would permit this to be accomplished . 

In the meantime I propose to assume the validity of tne generally held belief 

that a mar ked resemblance of a child to one of the parents is rather frequent. I shall 

also assume that a really striking resemblance between unrelated individuals is 

extll:'EI"'Iely rare; in my whole life I have come across only one or two cases where a boy 

or a girl appeared to be the "spitting image" of someone whom I knew and to whom they 

were not related . 

The way a person looks, moves, and the quality of his voice, make up most of what 

may be called the "perceptible phenotype" of the individuaL Because of the very great 

variety of perceptible phenotypes within a population, it seems reasonable to assume 

that the perceptible phenotype is determined by a fairly large number of genes . In 

order to be able to explain a high frequency for a girl or boy to appear to be the 

"spit ting image" of the father or the mother we shall first of all assume that all the 

* This work was performed under a research grant , administered by The University of 
Chicago, of the General Medical Sciences Division of the National Institutes of Health . 



relevan gene~ f o a single linkag~ group which we shall des ignate as the 

vtpp {pet'~t:e tible pheno J:P<!:) linkage group " o Thi assumption would appear t o 

be a ne~e!S 55<t:t, condition folt a hi gh frequency of mar ked r esemblances between 

a child and cne of t he parentso It cannot by itself explainp however 9 why 

s ach resemblances should occur with a high frequency, because each indi vi dual 

~ ~r ffes ·o homologous copies of the PP genes, one copy inherited rom t he 

father and one copy :i nhe-rited from t he m t her and one would expect the presence 

of two d! fferen PP groups to blur any resemblance of an ind vidual t o either of 

its pB!ret 

I n order to explain a striking res emblance of an i ndivi dual to one of 

its parents, one would have to postulate tha t t he PP group of genes, derived from 

that pare t~ has sam how acquit:ea dominance over t he PP gro p i nherited from t he 

other pa ento Thus t he ques tion arises whether it may be possible to t h i nk of 

a plausib i~ mechanism which could accoun t for the occasional dominance of the 

pe~ceptible phenotype o 

We are led to postulate a part i ular mechanism which could account for this 

phenomenon on the basis of t he following considerations ~ 

It appears to be well estab ished t hat in many of the somatic cells of the 

female only one of the two X-chromosomes is functional and t he other X-chromosome 

undergoes he terochromatinisation, becomes heteropycnot ic , and forms t he co-called 

sex-chromatin body o It appears that this heterochromatinisation i s i nduced i n a 

large part of one of t he X-chromosomes of t he s omatic cells at an early embryonic 

stage o Generally speaking~ the t wo X-chromosomes of a female have an equal 

probability to undergo heterochromat i ni sation i n he r somatic cel ls , but once one 

of the X-chromosomes has undergone heterochromatinisa t on i n a somatic cell, then 

thereafter t hat chromosome: will form the sex-chromatin body i n all of the 

des cendants of that s omatic cell o l, 2 , 3
o 

Recently~ however , t here have been found exceptions to t hi s general rule o 

tD the cases of t wo female patients, each of whom carried an X-chromosome which 

was s t ruc tural ly abnormali it was ound that in a 1 t he somatic cel ls of t he 

patient this abnormal X~chromosome was consistently heteropycnoti c and late 

4 



repli cating o In these two cases one might choose to say that the X-chromosome 

which had the abnormal structure happened to be ''weaker" than the other, normal, 

X-chromosome, and that the normal X-chromosome established its dominance by 

suppressi.ng t:he abnormal X-chromosome o 

These two examples show that, at least in the case of the X-chromosome, 

there is known to exist a mechanism which may occasionally permit one of ~wo 

homo logous chr omosomes to establish its domi nance by rendering the other 

chromosome non-functional a 

The PP linkage group of genes cannot be assumed to be located on the 

X-chromosome, because if it were so located, then boys would always show a 

striking resemblance to their mother and never to their father o Therefore we 

must assume that the PP group is located on one of the autosomes which we may 

designate as t he PP-autosome o In order to explain the occasional dominance of 

the perceptible phenotype of the father or of the mother, we propose to postulate 

that each PP linkage group of genes possesses a certain "strength" o We further 

postulate that if the PP linkage group of genes which an individual inherits from, 

say, the father has a much greater "strength" than the homologous group of genes 

which t hat i ndividual inherits from its mother, then during early embryonal 

development the stronger PP linkage group suppresses the weaker one (in the same 

manner as the normal X-chromosome appears to have suppressed the abnormal 

X-chromosome in the case of the t wo patients mentioned above) and, accordingly, 

t his individual would then be the "spitting image" of its fathero 

The mechanism described above might have evolved because of the evolutionary 

advantage that would be possessed by a population in which the dominance of the 

perceptible phenotype is a frequent occurrence, over a population in which it is not a 

In Man there appears to be a strong "aesthetic selection" at work in the 

choice of t he mate which is guided by the perceptible phenotype o I f there were 

no correlation, or only very weak correlation, between the perceptible phenotype 

and the genotype of the i ndividual, then such an aesthetic selection could not 

make any constructive contribution, either to the development of new revolutionary 
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traitsr O? even to the prevention of deterioration of the genotype which may 

result from spontaneous mu't.~ttionso 

I f the dominance of the percepHble phen' type h sufficiently frequent 9 

then- t here ".:; a strong correlation bet\veen the perceptible phenotype and the 

genotype of t e individual and because the aesthetic selection may be assumed 

to be a very powerful one, PP-autosornes~ which may have undell:'gone major changes 

through spontaneous mutations, could sp~ead rapidly through the whole inter-

breeding population when this autosome undergoes a further mu at on resulting 

in an aesthetically at:trac"--:ive pe1tceptible pheno l.typeo 

There is one type o ccnspicu-ous "e.x!.!ept:ll.on" which gives the appearance 

of contradicting t he general scheme of things, described above~ and which 

represents a paradox that needs to be resolvedo 

This exc~ption is exempl ified by the co · o~ r of the eyeo In contemporary 
I 

populations we find both dark eyed and blue eyed individuals, 'blue eyes" being 

recessive and udark eyes" being d m:inanto The eye colour is detennined by a 

single gene locus which has a ccnspicu:::us effect o .. · ... _:: psrceptible phenot ype of 

the individual and which must conseque.t'~ also affect the 'aesthetic selection" 

i n the choice of the mateo Yet, this gene loc1s cannot be part of the PP linkage 

of genes~ otherwise "dark eyes" ccu d hardly be always dominanto 

This paradox may be resolved as follows~ In early prehistoric times 

different populations , living in geographically adjacent areas, lived in 

n-mparat::l'..ve isolation from each o thero Let us now assume that such a population 

was homozygous for ''b lue eyes" v:hile another population 9 living i n an adjacent 

area~ was homozygous for "dark eyes''o Let us further assume, that at some point 

in time cross-breedi ng be tween these ~NO~ previously isolated~ populations has 

occurred and has led to a mixed population which was heterozygous for eye colouro 

Because aesthetic selection for '~bl 1e eyes" or 0 dark eyes" may be assumed to be 

exceedingly rapid, the period of time which i~ would have taken for the mixed 

population t o become homozygous eithe·c :or "blue eyes" or fo!:" "dark ey~s" may be 

assumed to have been so shor~ as to be ncgligibl , from a~ e volutionaty point of 



become homozygous for eye colour and thereafter aesthetic selection would have 

again been solely guided by the PP linkage group of geneso 

The contemporary populati ons, which include both blue eyed and dark eyed 

individuals have resulted from cross-breedi ngs whi ch have taken place comparatively 

recently - as the consequence of the high mobil i ty of populations, newly acquired 

i n historic, and late prehis toric, times o 

Until I s aw a way of resolvi ng t he above described paradox it has formed 

for me a mental block, which kep t me from findi ng any plausible explanation for 

the occasional domi nance of t he percepti ble phenotype o 
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THf A'iiJirt} PROCESS i\ tD THE 11 C0!-1PETITIVE ST.REFGTH 1• OF' SPEHHA1'060Ait 

by Leo Szilard 
The Hnh-·3l'sitJr of Chicago~ Chicago; Illinois 

IP ... pj'inte1 ill l5'S9 ~ I p· esented a theory of t.he ~ tm e o" t.he 

agi nr c sa in mamnals, t.lwt :;trib'ltes ~g:Lng to changes whi .h ·Gake rylacEi 

~i.thin t, e C•JrOJtoscmes o:: iihe {l( natic cellso-- I p(lsl~ulated in partic1:la1 i;hat, 

in spont.:m~ous random eve1ts, de.:>ignated as 11aging hit s 11 , a ulnJ.e c rcnosone 11 

or. a large fraction of ':1 1-Jho_e ch·_·cxriOSOi<le 1 is rendered non-funetiona.lc : n 

the case of ::ran I estim~t~~d an a':rerc.ge of one aging hit. o,·er a period. of s:...x: 

ytAl-~s .for '!. sona :-.ic cell, containing h6 chl onosomes ( 23 chromo.3ome pairs) o 

This tl1eo makes qu.antU.atiYe p-:-edict:tons which, if .oz-rect.P 'ught t b€ 

capable of experimeryi:.al veri:L'ic<' ~iono 

If one assumen that t.he chr,,.'nosomes coni,ained in the spermal:iogon:ia .f 

Llle male d not oscap~ su~h aging hi.ts 11 ~hen one may be led to entertain 

Sf.e ~ulatj_ons of he follcr.rr..1..ng kind: 

let UJ a:nume that each spermatozoon, contained j n the ejaculated s:JmaXl t· 

a malE:, I o ·sas·~e.J ~ cerl:.a:Ln 11 eo1 Jetitive strerlB.:.h 11 and tha.t j n the rr.at.ing Jrocess 

'3re:rm.e.G ·.o wJ:.ic 1. have s 11 Gompet:Lt:Lve trength 11 the.t is marked y belOI\ nc:rnal 

lc se out - i.n t h 1 r capei>i ~::.on f.o:~ reaching and fertilizing a rnn t.ure O\ .1!11 = to 

fu) .. l COihpetil:;.j_ve strengthG Let us . urther ar.. s11me 

that .;. sp! ~mt z _ m deri·-r•3d fl"()"7 a sperm.atogord1.1;11 Hhich., beca.u 3a of the l d ranci •" 

agE: oi U e indiv".dualj) no : .. m~ger contains an intact dj ploid se:. of chrom somes9 

has a markedly r:Jduced ~o:;npei;)_ti·;re st l'ength an•l, acconlingly ~ m~n l eclly 

red ced ehance o.f fertil:Lz:Lng an OVUI'il in the natural r:.ating pr)cess" 

if-
This u<~~: was nerformed under a llesearch a:~ant o·< tl a Nation. !. Instj .:;.uteB 
of Hea .th 



If such a sola~tion takes place in the n;;rtur.s.l maL.i!41 process~ then the 

ova are safeguarded against 'i-10ing ferLilized by a spermatozoon that; carries 

a chromoso.-ne which has become non-funct-ional as a result. of an 11aging hit 11 o 

It would seem of interest to test the vaLidity of these asstunptions by 

experiments of the follmling general typfH 

Let us assume, for the sake of argumentjl that we have available two strains 

of a mammalian species, a .strain A and an isogenic strain B,. Let us furt.her 

assume that these t-vro strains dii'fer from eacli other with respect to one gen 

locus, which controls an. easily visible phenotypic character and i:.ha.t stTa:l.n A 

is homozygous at this lo~~us for a daninant allele, while strain B is hanozygou.-3 

at this locus for an alle1s which is recessiveo 

Let us now select a young mala A and a number of males 1\1 B2 .~~ B31 1¥ho 

differ in age, their ages being t
1

, t 2, t
3

, OO(J One set of experiments 

consists in inseminating young females of strain B, who are all of Ghe s~a 

age, with semen which is canposed of a mixture of spermatozoa of two ind.:l vidus.ls~ 

a mala A and of one, or another, of the males Bo Within the offspring of each 

female Bj that has been ins~ninated with a mixture of spermatozoa of two 

individuals~ those derived from the male A and those derived from one of the 

males B can be distinguished from each other; those derived from A show the 

phenotypic character of the dominant r.llele, while those dari ved fran a male B 

(homozygous for the recessive allele) do not show t.he daninant phenotypic 

character., 

wna t is of interest. to us here is the ratio of the number of offspring 

of male A and number of offspring of a male B, derived from inseminations of 



B .females with mixtures of spermatozoa of A and B
1

, of spermacoz0a A ar!ci B
2

p 

of spermatozoa A and BJ etco ··Je shall designate these rat.ios as 

r
-8-1 IFf l '} - "' J3 . ,_ = 10;2, ' 5 I I I J31) I ) 

In order to simplify the interpreta:l:.ion of these ratios (3 it is assume i 

that in all expar:ilnents the sperm mixtures used for insemination contain the 

same number of spermatozoa A and spermatozoa Ba 

If the males A and B1 are of equal age and if the genetic difference 

bet\-reen them is "irrelevant", then we ought to !:>.ave ~ 1 ~ / " Th~s is what 

we would expect to find if the strain A is genetically identical rrith the iso,~e:uie 

strain B = axcepl# for one 11 irTelevant 11 gene locus which controls the >~isible 

phenotypic characterjl used for distir..guishing t.he offspring of the male A fra:; 

the offspring of a male Bo 

If experiments of t.he sort dese1•ibed above are carried out 9 ;;ve viOuld then 

ratios ~ will increase, and mor·e particularly · >-Ie would expect that, for 

equal increments of age, these ratios ·will inm·ease by the same factora 

Further, we \·IOuld expect that if 1--re inseminate a number of females B 

with the mixed semen of the same pair of males A and B at different pointe 

in time, distributed over a time interval of a few years~ the ratios ~ 

will remain the sarn.eo 
venture to 

On the basis of my theory of aging, one may/pred:tct hm-1 the ratios {3 
might 
wtlk increase for ->OO 1ncreasing ages t

1
, t 2, t?. 

might ~ 
According t.o the theory t..re 1lmU expect: 

tv(t = t.) 
=_£..(} k c. 



For Man in particular the the or~- predicts for -\v lihe value of 
u 

For ot.her sn cies of maniDla),s t.he theory predict·· as a rough approximatio, 

~-~the valne of \,t/ 

u 

1-1hera t <:P is the lifespan of t.be speciesJI expressed tn years 9 and m is t.he 

number of chromoscme pai.:rs of the species (the number of t.he chromosomes in 

the haploid set)Q 

For example we m.,.y expect for any 

~hromosome n~~ber is about the s~ne as 

amounts to about. one-fifth of the li.fe-spani t. QO o 

A qualit.atively similar., but quantit-atively differents result must ba 

expected if a sperwa'~ozoon may possess fu1l competit.ive strengt:i!; even if thq 

spermatogonium from !.rhich it, is deriv0d does not have an intact diploid set of 

chromosomes, as long as the spc'?rr:latozoon itself carries an intact. haploid set. 

of chranosomes. If this v1ere the case, the values of \vould be half of t.he 

values given aboveo 

It may be ~~sumed tha~ ~ gene'~"al consi,derat.ions d:tscussed above uould 

also hold for bi:rdsJI an 1.t i., co ceiva!Jls tha.t they would also hold fo:r 

rept1.les, 

In the case of cold-b~,~oded verteb1·atesi like rept.iles~ it t..rCIIJld be of 

interest to carry out. nn expe:-iment -vrhich is not . .feasible in the case of eith'-"l" 

mammals or birds: 



I tne :.:ase of st;,c h cold-t locded animals~ a male i · and a male B cot ld 

0 
be J.,aintaincd at terrpe1atures vhich d.ii"fe1 by, s;:y, 10 ~" !.~ tha m.:tla Bi 

mixt·UTSS ~f ~he spe1,. of t':te same pair of males ll and 

in ti..iue, .iis.:.ribu'·ec. over a. t:l..Ire •· nter~al of a feN· yr::a1 so For' eoual. inter.Jal.; 

of i~ime t'te :-ratios ""ould increase by the ::,am a fact.o:. o 

It m.1st be poli tee out, for the s"'&~e Clf cotlceptual cl.m·it~r thf'l.t. ';h concEY ,t 

of ·~he compatitiv-a t -~rength 0.1. sperznato~o<. rr.ust ro(, be eq:w.ted t-Jith ·;;.he con.,e 1, 

of the viability of sp~nt.atoz~o He dGsigne.te a sperm- toz•)On as ·.n_:-,.ole if i 1 

the natural mat:lng Jroces:ss or in artif.:.c:ial irs&n:i..n.:riiio:as '.;·b:Lcn 71- ' ll.J.··te t 

condition::. f the n.:tmal mating process, ~te sp"3!"i1atozco is cape..ble oi re~c j .g 

an ovum and of gi..rlrg a v"iable zygote by 1 ertil~tzLJg tha c. ovun, provideC' that. t 

oVUln baa .no alread;r bEer fert:i lized by ar•-:Jthe;• sp ,nnat.ozoo.n uhicll 1m.s faster i 1 

reaGhirt.g .Lto One !l'l..cy cbtain a near>m"'e of · ... te uu::nbez.· of v: ~.!::>1 spemato~oo. 11 

contained in a giver ejac-ulate of 0. male.? b;y- inszm:Lnating ;~emale.:; i-ri :.h ~ 
.~ r}Wed ~oj 

sau1ples o.r j,?ighly d:i luted sen1an and dete:m ini·tg :, 1e probab:_lity of obta:i ning r 

pregnancy as a funct :._(.r; of the dilution factoro ( :ee t..1e Jlppend:b;:).: 

It is reasonable to expect thc.t the r_u_·ber o.r viablG bpennat zoa. ccntc in l'C•. 

in the ejaculates oi n:ales may also decJ~e;;.se H:it_ a.gso 'I'hE! i:,heo~:y does not 

pel'rit, hfl~Jever, t.o 11aks quanti tat' ve pred.lctio_ ;3 uh.h the same · ssu:~anca in h ~ 

regard, as jn reg::.r·..; to the dfJCYea.:;e of t _e ntlhlber o.f :::pern.at zoa which ?Ossa f! 

full canpetitivE strengthv 

For i;h:ts reasm, priority ought to he given to experiments 11 Lth m:i .. xturas 

of ::perm.a·jo~oa of tte kind dsscribBd above 9 and arra<1genent,s for experin:;:mt.s 



along these lines are now under discussiono 

If these experi.mants should bear out our predictiona 9 they "i.;ould t.r.!Iow 

light on the nature of the aging process, and at t.he same time they 1-.rould 

furnish an explanation as t.o "t\hy the male ejaculates millions of sperm.atozoa 

in the mating process Hhen it takes only one single spermatozoon to fertilize 

an OVIllllo 

o(IOOQ•oeo6QOC;t\ooooe.,o•"'•oo .. o•oo••oot~o 

Refer ences : 

lo Leo Szilard, Proco Nato Acado Sco (USA) Volu 45, PPo 30=45, 1959 
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APPENDIX 

One ca obt.ain a mea::;ure ') · the numbc:.r of - able co.,ta n d 

per cc in a 1 ejac late of a gi-ven ,.1ale in the follmd nanJl ne in ; mitu t s 

·:mnber o fe ale ea • 9 say, with 1 cc f th3 un j luted sem n th t, .1ale 

an one de ~rmines the pi obabili ·y of obta·· ni g pre ncmcies., 'I'l:r s nrob lb lily 

other femal s are inse..111ina ~e~ uith 1 cc of s.;:~ n:~ dilu ~ed by a. t. • c'tio:r D of 

the same male,, 

·!Je may write for t.he probability. P,...,. fo a p1egnan y 'J reJuLt frc 
' .,-.-1..~ • 

an insemination with 1 cc of tl1e ru ' ilut~d s~r.en of a g:5veu n lo: 

;;0 / I (,( { ( c (_ 

where n de_ otes the mu ber o:f "V-iable spe:rmato~oa that. "'ach a .. at 1re o.r\1ia9 

and would give a viable zygot.e b, .. fertili'ing t.h.a.t ovum, p:rov.1de L1at 10 

other spematozoa have reached and fertilized t.hat ovum e rlle:r 
J:) 

Similarly v1e m::..y 1rrite .fo· th· pro. a.~ ilit.y .9 I c(,,( , o c · aining a 

prGgnancy if ce of the semen, diluted by a faci:.or D, of the s .... ne j_ndi .rid.u&l 1 

inseminate 

r ~ ., 
<li L ,_.,_. 

Because vJe have 
-t~ 

~<I t) , . ..__. 

we may lvri t~ I 
I 

I r / ' I 
,d/ ... '-:') 

/ 
1 r~·~ ''-

and for we may W.tit>': 

L . I •:_. 
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It should be noted that the number n is not the number of viable spenuatozoa 

contained in 1 cc of the undiluted semen, rather it is a very much snaller 

numbero Hmvever, n is proportional to the m.!Lllber of viable spern tozoa. cont.ained 

in 1 cc of the undiluted semen, and the factor of propor·t:Lonality will be the 

same in all the experitnents, here envisaged, provided -r.he insemim..ted females 

are isogenic, are of t.he same age, and have the .... ame physiological as uell as 

anatomical, vaginal, cervical, uterine, tubulax and ovarian conditionso 

1rle raay direc·ny canpa::-e, AA...· (c) £tM.tiL ).v(F), measures of ·r,he number 

of viable spermatozoa contained j n 1 cc of the semen of two ifferent males 

E and F, by diluting their semen •1i th a sui table factor D, inseznina ting a number 

of females with l cc samples of tht3 diluted sa'"llen of E and insemir .... ting a nwnbar 

of other females with 1 cc samples of the diluted semen of Fo l;Je may t.hen write 

for the ratio of the probability . f{...--t) for obtaining a pregnancy in an 

insemination of the diluted sperm of E and the probability f (F) of 

obtaining a 

:r ( E: .) 

pregnancy in an insEmina~,ion of the diluted 

1- -~CEYi> 
-e. ----::: t=-~-"~i_FJ!D 

sperm of F 

is a measure at the number of viable sper atozoa. per cc in the 

undiluted semen of E, and A.-v(F) is a measure of the number of viable spermatozoa 

per cc in t.he undiluted semen of Fo 

In order ~o obtain reasonably accurate information concernir~ the 

relative numbers of vi.aiJle sperm of the two males E and F from ~(E) and 

P (F) it is neceasal"'J to choose bhe cliluting factor D sufficiently high., 

For sufficiently high dilutions v1e have 

I, __ (E) 

~ v (F) 

PCE) --fCF) 



.. . . ,.... 

rkf' 11 If l'ectl c o 

concaivabl~:r this SIJ3l'lr"lt:.ozoonFllght be f··..\1ly vint)1.e,:ir t,>3l.'P8 o . 
gi\ien above 

The Endo 
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r 
,.( 

I -("~--- --.... J 
. It is proposed to develop further a t eory on enzyme for *2

" 
r ep ression, presented i n Proc.-Na:-t.. ACD.d. . h6~ 277, 19&9 and 
a related theory on antibody formation, r esen ted in Pro c. Nat. Acad. 

j Sei. b6, ~9 , 1%0. In their uresent form both of these theories 
are based on the "premise" that t he repressor contro ls the rate at l 
which the protein forming site f orms a srecific protein, rather· than 
the :rate at Hh.i.ch t h:Ls ~'itc i f e lf is f rJ rmed. X, The th ory on antibody 
formation is based on tl e !'6e ·tula.te that the r ·pressor is capable of 
combining v.;i th the specific antibody and it exp lains on the basis of 
this postulate - which is _inde pendent o'f the a bove-mentioned " premise " -
the llroduction of antib ody . in t he primary resr>onse. The theory leans, 
however, on this 11 pr e mise" for the exulanation of immune t o lerance in 
the neH-born r a15'bit. It is proposed ·to e valuate experiments which 
are in progress (in a number of different laboratori es ) in order to 
determin _f the above-mentioned 11 pr -mise" may have to be abandoned. 
With this possibility in mind, conceivable alternat i ve explanations 
of imrmme tolerance wi 11 be explored. ( f ·S (, 1) 
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for the spasm reactors in your practice 
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